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The ampere and the electrical units in the quantum era

W. Poirier, S. Djordjevic, F. Schopfer, O. Thévenot

Laboratoire national de métrologie et d’essais, 29 avenue Roger Hennequin, 78197
Trappes, France

Abstract

By fixing two fundamental constants from quantum mechanics, the Planck
constant h and the elementary charge e, the revised Système International
(SI) of units endorses explicitly quantum mechanics. This evolution also
highlights the importance of this theory which underpins the most accurate
realization of the units. From 20 May 2019, the new definitions of the kilo-
gram and of the ampere, based on fixed values of h and e respectively, will
particularly impact the electrical metrology. The Josephson effect (JE) and
the quantum Hall effect (QHE), used to maintain voltage and resistance
standards with unprecedented reproducibility since 1990, will henceforth
provide realizations of the volt and the ohm without the uncertainties inher-
ited from the older electromechanical definitions. More broadly, the revised
SI will sustain the development of quantum standards to realize electrical
units to the benefit of end-users. Here, we review the state-of-the-art of
these standards and discuss further applications and perspectives.

Keywords: Metrology, quantum electrical standards, Josephson effect,
quantum Hall effect, single-electron tunnelling, volt, ohm, ampere, farad

1. Ampere definition: from electromechanics to quantum me-
chanics

1.1. Ampere and the hierarchy of electrical units

In 1948, a new definition of the unit of electrical current, based on
Ampere’s force law, was established on the occasion of the 9th General
Conference of Weight and Measurements (CGPM). Funded on the theory
of electromagnetism, this definition, reported in table 1, fixes the exact
value of the attractive force experienced by two current carrying wires in
an ideal situation (fig.1-left) Doing so, the value of the magnetic constant
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Figure 1: Left-top: Schematic of the ampere definition based on Ampere’s force law and
µ0. Left-bottom: Illustration of the link of electrical units to the unperturbed ground
state hyperfine transition frequency of the caesium 133 atom (noted ν(hfs Cs) before 20
May 2019), IPK (International Prototype of the Kilogram), c (light velocity in vacuum)
and µ0 (magnetic constant of vacuum). Right-top: Schematic of the ampere definition
based on the elementary charge e. Right-bottom: Illustration of the link of electrical units
to ∆νCs (notation which replaces ν(hfs Cs) after 20 May 2019), h (Planck constant) and
e (the elementary charge), where f is the frequency.

of vacuum µ0 = 4π × 10−7 N/A2 is fixed. It was confirmed in the Système
International d’unités[1], adopted at the 11th CGPM, and maintained since
then[2]. Let us remark that this definition therefore bounds the unit ampere
to the unit newton, hence to the kilogram, meter and second. It results
that all electrical units depend on the mechanical units, as highlighted by
definitions in table 1 and illustrated by fig.1-left.

The ampere definition describes a though experiment, and the closest
implementation of this experiment is the ampere balance[3]. It consists in
comparing the weight of a mass in the gravitational field with the magnetic
force that is exerted between two coils supplied by a current. The accuracy
of the ampere achieved using the ampere balance was limited by the mea-
surement of mechanical dimensions from which the electromagnetic force is
computed. Relative measurement uncertainties[3] were not better than a
few parts in 106.

An alternative route[4, 5, 6, 7] for improving the accuracy of realization
of electrical units was to implement the farad instead of the ampere by ex-
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Units Definitions

kilogram (kg)
The kilogram is the unit of mass; it is equal to the

mass of the international prototype of the kilogram.

ampere (A)

The ampere is that constant current which, if
maintained in two straight parallel conductors of

infinite length, of negligible circular cross-section, and
placed 1 m apart in vacuum, would produce between
these conductors a force equal to 2× 10−7 newton per

metre of length.

volt (V)

The volt is the potential difference between two points
of a conducting wire carrying a constant current of 1

ampere, when the power dissipated between these
points is equal to 1 watt.

ohm (Ω)

The ohm is the electric resistance between two points
of a conductor when a constant potential difference of

1 volt, applied to these points, produces in the
conductor a current of 1 ampere, the conductor not

being the seat of any electromotive force.

farad (F)

The farad is the capacitance of a capacitor between the
plates of which there appears a potential difference of 1
volt when it is charged by a quantity of electricity of 1

coulomb.

Table 1: Definitions of the kilogram, the ampere, the volt, the ohm and the farad before
20 May 2019.

ploiting the link of the electric constant of vacuum ε0 to µ0 and the velocity
of light in vacuum c2 = 1/µ0ε0. The farad can indeed be accurately realized
from ε0 and the meter using a calculable standard of capacitance[8, 4, 9, 10].
This device is based on a robust theorem[11] derived by A. Thompson and
D. Lampard which stipulates that, in a cylindrical system made of four elec-
trodes of infinite lengths, the two linear cross-capacitances are linked by a
universal relationship only dependent on the exact electric constant ε0. For
a device based on four cylindrical electrodes, the linear cross-capacitance is
equal to γ = ε0 ln(2)

π
' 1.95 pF/m. The interest of this route was reinforced

when the velocity of light c was fixed at the value of 299792458 ms−1 to de-
fine the meter from the second s in 1983. Doing so, ε0 was also fixed at an
exact value. Realizations of the farad using Thompson-Lampard calculable
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capacitance standards have been achieved with uncertainties[6, 10, 12] of a
few parts in 108. The ohm was then realized from impedance comparisons.
To complete the chain of electrical units, the volt was also realized from ε0
and mechanical units using the volt balance[13, 14]. This experiment com-
pares the weight of a mass in the gravitational field with the electrostatic
force occurring between the two electrodes of a capacitance between which
a voltage is applied. So, the volt was realized with uncertainties of a few
parts in 107. Until today, the uncertainty of the realizations of the electrical
units have hardly changed. Although the Josephson effect and the quan-
tum Hall effect have revolutionized the traceability of voltage and resistance
measurements, the realizations of the volt and the ohm have remained lim-
ited by the electromagnetic definition of the ampere. The adoption at the
26th CGPM of the revised SI[15, 16, 17, 18] based on constants of nature,
and particularly the new definition of the ampere based on the elementary
charge will disconnect the electrical units from the mechanical ones (fig.1-
right). This evolution will rule out the previous limits and this will have a
direct impact on the accuracy of the realizations of the electrical units from
20 May 2019, the date of implementation of the revised SI.

1.2. The quantum revolution

In the 20th century quantum mechanics brings a new description of the
reality, i.e. the physics of particles, fields and solids. Relying on the in-
distinguishability of particles in quantum mechanics, the formalism of the
second quantization was developed to describe many-body systems[19], in
particular crystalline solids where electrons occupy Bloch states satisfying
the crystal periodicity[20, 21]. Beyond the description of energy bands,
one famous success of the quantum theory of solids is the BCS (Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer) theory[22] of the superconductivity which is explained by
the condensation of Cooper pairs. This has opened the way to the discov-
ery of the Josephson effect[23] a few years after. In the 80’s, the solid-state
quantum physics is then used to describe electronic transport properties
in small devices at low temperatures such as the quantization of the con-
ductance in electronic conductors[24, 25], the wave function localization by
disorder[26, 27] and the Coulomb blockade[28]. The first two are essential
for the description of the quantum Hall effect[29] while the last underpins
the single electron tunneling[30].
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Figure 2: a) Schematic of a Josephson junction formed by two superconducting electrodes
(S) seperated by an oxyde barrier (I) or a thin layer of normal metal (N), irradiated by an
external microwave source of frequency f . b) I−V characteristic of two SINIS Josephson
junctions in series at 4.2 K and submitted to a 10 GHz external frequency. Shapiro steps
appear in the I − V characteristic at multiple integer of 2f/KJ ∼ 40 µV.

1.3. the Josephson effect

The ac Josephson effect has been predicted by Brian Josephson in 1962
[31]. It manifests itself as quantized voltage steps in the dc current-voltage
(I − V ) characteristic of two weakly coupled superconductors submitted
to a microwave irradiation of frequency f (fig.2a). First demonstrated by
Shapiro in 1963 [32], the quantized steps appear at Vn = nf/KJ , where n
is an integer and KJ ≡ 2e/h is the Josephson constant (fig.2b).

Josephson equations. The Josephson effects are a consequence of the ex-
istence of a macroscopic coherent quantum state in the superconductors.
The BCS theory [22] states that, due to a weak attractive interaction, the
electrons near the Fermi surface bind into Cooper pairs, and form a con-
densate sharing a macroscopic wave function ψ = |ψ|eiθ. The macroscopic
properties of the superconducting state like the Meissner effect or the quan-
tization of flux are related to the existence of the phase θ of the macroscopic
wave function which is maintained over macroscopic distances and hence is
responsible for the long range order. The BCS ground state is a phase coher-
ent linear combination of states with different number of pairs, in which the
phase and the number of pairs are related by an uncertainty relation. The
macroscopic number of pairs participating in the superconducting state ex-
plains the well defined phase. The Josephson effects appear when the phase
locking of the pairs is weakened, i.e. when Cooper pairs can be transferred
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between the two superconducting regions called a Josephson junction (JJ).
Considering a tunnel junction between two superconducting electrodes,

Josephson showed, by using second-order perturbation theory in the tun-
neling Hamiltonian, that a current of Cooper pairs flows in the junction
and is related to the phase difference ϕ = θ2 − θ1 of the superconducting
wavefunctions on each side of the tunnel barrier (fig.2a) :

Is = Ic sinϕ, (1)

where Ic is the critical current. This equation states that a dc supercurrent
flows with no voltage drop when the phases are time independent.

The ac Josephson effect relates the time dependence of the phase ϕ to
the voltage drop V between the two superconductors :

dϕ

dt
=

2eV

~
. (2)

Combining the two equations (1) and (2), the supercurrent oscillates at a
frequency fJ = 2eV

h
in the presence of a voltage difference. It can be inter-

preted as the emission of a photon of energy hfJ when the pair undergoes
the energy change of 2eV = 2∆µ (where ∆µ is the electrochemical potential
difference between the two superconductors).

Observation of the ac Josephson effect. In order to observe this effect,
Josephson proposed to modulate the Josephson oscillation frequency by
biasing the junction with a dc voltage and an external microwave voltage of
frequency f , such that V (t) = Vdc+Vac cos(2πft). In that case, the Joseph-
son current can be analyzed in terms of Bessel functions. At the condition,
Vdc = n h

2e
f , the current has a dc component which extends over an ampli-

tude ∆In = 2Ic|Jn(2eVac/hf)|, where Jn is the nth order Bessel function.
Hence the synchronization of the Josephson oscillation with the external
frequency gives rise to constant voltage steps in the dc I − V characteristic
as illustrated in fig.2b.

Moreover, it is important to note that the time integral of a voltage pulse
V (t) across a Josephson junction,

∫
V dt = n h

2e
, is quantized in multiples of

the quantum of flux in the superconductor Φ0 = h/2e = 2.067×10−15 V.s−1,
so that the Shapiro steps, Vn ≡ nΦ0f , can be interpreted as n quantized
voltage pulses per period of the external signal. Furthermore, when biased
by a current pulse of appropriate amplitude and width, a voltage pulse
of quantized area can be generated. We will see in Section 2.1.3 that the
precise control of the timing of individual pulses is another way to synthesize
quantized voltages.
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Figure 3: I − V characteristics calculated within the Stewart-McCumber model: a)
Schematic diagram of the current driven, resistively and capacitively shunted junction
(RCSJ) model. b) Three I − V characteristics calculated in the limit of the resistively
shunted junction model (RSJ) (C = 0 and β = 0). The y-axis is the average voltage
in units of the characteristic voltage IcR, and the x-axis is the dc current relative to
Ic (i0 = I0/Ic). The three different curves correspond to three values of Ω = f/fc =
0.5, 1 and 2 for three values i1 = I1/I0 = 1.19, 1.70 and 3.00 respectively chosen to
simultaneously maximize the widths of the n = 0 and n = 1 steps. From ref.[33]. And c)
I − V characteristic calculated in the limit of highly hysteretic JJ for β = 200 (Ic = 0.2
mA, R = 100 Ω, C = 20 pF, I1 = 16 mA, f1 = 100 GHz). Zero-current crossing steps
are visible. Adapted from ref.[34].

Dynamics of the Josephson junctions. To describe the dynamics of a re-
alistic Josephson junction (JJ), current components other than the super-
current must be taken into account. It is usually done in the frame of the
resistively and capacitively shunted junction (RCSJ) model or Stewart Mc-
Cumber model [35, 36], where the JJ is represented by an ideal Josephson
element, obeying equations (1) and (2), which is shunted by a resistance R
and a capacitance C, as depicted in fig.3a. In the presence of an external
current source, the bias current, I, is equal to the sum of the currents in the
three parallel channels. It results that the behaviour of the JJ is governed
by the following second order non-linear equation for ϕ:

I =
~C
2e

d2ϕ

dt2
+

~
2eR

dϕ

dt
+ Ic sinϕ. (3)

For small phase differences (ϕ � 1), sinϕ v ϕ; the problem becomes
linear and similar to a parallel RLC resonator, where the Josephson element
can be identified with the kinetic inductance LJ = ~/2eIc. The resonant
angular frequency of the circuit is ωp = 2πfp = (LJC)−1/2, where fp is
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the plasma frequency. Another important parameter is the characteristic
angular frequency ωc = 2πfc = R/LJ = 2e

~ IcR. The quality factor Q is
given by Q = ωpRC. The latter is related to the well known McCumber
parameter β by: Q2 = β. By noting that the equation (3) for the phase
is similar to the equation of the damped motion of a particle in a tilted
washboard potential (the capacitance playing de role of the mass and the
resistance the role of the damping term), β is often used to characterize the
damping of the JJ: β ≤ 1 corresponds to the case of overdamped JJ and
β � 1 to the case of underdamped JJ.

The I−V characteristics under microwave irradiation can be calculated
by assuming that the junction is driven by a current source with dc and
rf components: I = I0 + I1 sin 2πf . The amplitude of the constant-voltage
steps, ∆In, can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions, as in the case of a
voltage-biased JJ, if the rf voltage across the JJ is approximately sinusoidal,
i.e. when most of the rf current flows in the linear elements rather than in
the Josephson element. These limiting cases are useful for the design of the
different Josephson voltage standards (see Section 2.1) [37, 34, 38]; however
in most of the realistic cases, numerical calculations are needed to repro-
duce the wide variety of experimental I−V characteristics under microwave
irradiation illustrated in fig.3b and fig.3c. For overdamped JJs, the displace-
ment current in the capacitance can be neglected, the I − V characteristics
are non-hysteretic as demonstrated in the simulations done by Kautz [33]
(fig.3b). There, the rf components are adjusted to optimize simultaneously
the amplitude of the n = 0 and n = 1 steps. For underdamped JJ, the I−V
characteristics can be highly hysteretic with the first few constant-voltage
steps crossing the zero-current axis if the current through the capacitance
is the dominant one, as illustrated in fig.3c [34].

Universality of the Josephson effect. Although the prediction of the Joseph-
son effects was done for tunnel junctions, they can be observed for a very
wide range of ′weak links′. The universality of the relation has been tested
early after the discovery of the effect at some parts in 108 [39]. These mea-
surements were improved in the 80’s by Tsai and coworkers [40] and reached
a relative uncertainty of 2 parts in 1016 by comparing different types of junc-
tion (Nb-Cu-Nb junction to an In microbridge). The lowest uncertainty has
been achieved with two similar junctions to 3 parts in 1019 [41]. This gives a
very high confidence that the correction to the frequency-to-voltage relation
might be very small if any. In parallel, several theoretical works justified
the universal character of the relation in a superconducting ring interrupted
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by a barrier [42, 43, 44] and the absence of corrections to a level of 10−20

[45].

Towards the Josephson voltage standards. Since a Josephson junction acts
as a perfect frequency-to-voltage converter based on fundamental constants,
it was soon proposed to use these steps to improve the voltage standards
[46, 47, 48] taking advantage of the high accuracy of time references. Today,
microwave sources can be referenced and locked to atomic clocks to a level of
a few parts in 1011. However, the very small value of the flux quantum fixes
the scale of the Shapiro steps to 20 µV at 10 GHz for a single junction. This
low value is an obstacle to the development of practical voltage standards
for which outputs of 1 V to 10 V are desirable. This challenge has been
addressed by the successful development of highly-integrated series arrays of
underdamped or overdamped Josephson junctions, which will be described
in section 2.1.

1.4. The quantum Hall effect

1.4.1. The effect and its physics

Figure 4: a) Schematic of eight-terminals Hall bar based on a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc-
ture. b) Hall resistance, RH, and longitudinal resistance, Rxx, as a function of the mag-
netic induction B at T = 1.3 K.

The quantum Hall effect[29], discovered by K. von Klitzing in 1980,
occurs in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), like a Hall bar (see fig.4a),
under a perpendicular magnetic field. As reported in fig.4b, it manifests
itself by a quantization of the transverse resistance RH at values RK/i, where
i is an integer and RK ≡ h/e2 is the von Klitzing constant. Simultaneously,
the longitudinal resistance forms minima, Rxx ∼ 0, revealing that the 2DEG
is in a dissipation-less state.
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In a perpendicular magnetic field, the classical motion of an electron of
charge (−e) moving in a two dimension (2D) space is a cyclotron motion
that drifts under the application of an electric field. The resistivity tensor
is given by:

ρxx =
m∗

nse2τ
and ρxy =

B

nse
, (4)

where ns is the carrier density, m∗ is the effective mass and τ is the scat-
tering time. This classical model explains the Hall effect observable at low
magnetic field or high temperature. Moreover, it emphasizes that the Hall
resistance of 2D conductors is independent of dimensions, i.e. scale invari-
ant. On the other hand, nor the quantization of the Hall resistance neither
the cancellation of the longitudinal resistivity are predicted. To explain
these two features of the QHE, a quantum mechanics description must be
considered.

Figure 5: a) Quantization of the density of states D(E) in Landau levels in a ballistic
2D conductor. b) Illustration of the quantization of the cyclotron motion. c) Density of
states in a disordered 2D conductor. d) Device with edges in the QHE regime (at ν = 2).
Landau levels bent by the confining potential (top). Schematic of two edge states and
localized states in real space (bottom).

Several review papers[49, 50, 51, 52] or books[53, 54, 55, 56] about the
QHE physics can be consulted. The hamiltonian of a free electron in two
dimensions (2D) in presence of a magnetic field (potential vector A) is given
by:

H =
1

2m∗
(P + eA)2 = ~ωc(a+a+ 1/2), (5)
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where ωc = eB/h is the cyclotron pulsation and a is a scaling operator obey-
ing [a+, a] = 1. This hamiltonian, gauge invariant, is that of an harmonic
oscillator whose energy spectrum is quantized in Landau levels (LL)(fig.5a)
at values given by:

εn = ~ωc(n+ 1/2), (6)

where n is an integer. The cyclotron motion is quantized (fig.5b) and the
energy spectrum is highly degenerate with regards to the center of guidance
of the cyclotron orbit. It results that the density of states for each LL is
eB/h (one spin value) and therefore is equal to the density of flux quanta
nB = B/φ0. Calculations show that each electron occupies a surface 2πl2B =
1/nB in real space, i.e. the area crossed by a flux quantum where lB =√

~/eB is the magnetic length. This explains the relationship ns = νnB
in quantized Hall states, where the LL filling factor ν is an integer. The
electronic fluid is therefore incompressible and a high energy ~ωc is required
to add an electron.

To explain both the existence of a Hall resistance plateau and the drop
to zero of the longitudinal resistance, disorder must be considered. It intro-
duces a spatially varying potential which lifts the Landau level degeneracy
(fig.5c). This leads to extended states in narrow energy bands centered
around εn, and localized states at energies in between Landau levels. In the
high magnetic field limit (or smooth potential), localized states correspond
to closed equipotential lines around peaks or deeps of the potential while
delocalized states spread along equipotential lines in valleys of the poten-
tial, as illustrated in fig.5d. Only delocalized states can carry current. By
varying the LL filling factor ν (variation of B or ns), the Fermi energy EF

can be continuously changed. While it is located at energies corresponding
to localized states, the total net current, and thus the Hall resistance re-
mains constant. Moreover, excitations towards extended states are blocked
by the energy gap which prevents any dissipation and leads to Rxx = 0.
As the filling factor ν moves closer to a LL energy, electrons experience a
localisation/delocalisation[57, 58] transition (divergence of the localization
length) which is considered to be a quantum phase transition[59].

To explain the values, h/νe2, at which the Hall resistance is quantized,
let us consider a real device geometry with edges, as illustrated in fig.5d.
The confining potential introduced by edges bends the Landau levels. At
integer ν value, the Fermi energy EF in the bulk intercept only localized
states that do not carry any current. On the other hand, it intercepts LL
extended states at edges which defines an integer number (ν = 2 in fig.5d) of
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one-dimensional (1D) states. The velocity group of these states is reversed
from one device edge to the other. Thus, states with opposite momentum
are spatially separated which forbids electron backscattering. It results that
these 1D-edges states are ballistic (their transparency is unity). From the
scattering theory[24, 60] of the electronic transport, the conductance of a 1D
ballistic state (one spin) is known to be h/e2. This is a direct consequence of
the Pauli principle combined with the Heisenberg time-energy uncertainty
principle[61]. The two-terminal conductance of a Hall conductor is then
obtained by simply counting the number of edge-states. Besides, backscat-
tering being cancelled the dissipation can only occurs in contacts. More
generally, the conductance properties in the QHE regime of a system with
contacts at given chemical potentials can be obtained from the occupation
of edge states[49]. In this framework, the Landauer-Buttiker theory[62, 63]
describes the conductance of multi-terminals conductors and notably the
Hall bar. It notably predicts that the QHE requires phase coherency of the
wave-function only at the scale of lB.

1.4.2. A universal and robust quantum effect

The QHE is a universal quantum effect, which means that the quantized
Hall resistance is linked to h/e2 independently of the two-dimensional con-
ductor considered. The first explanation of the QHE, proposed by Laughlin
in 1981, showed that the universal character of the QHE originates from
the gauge invariance of the hamiltonian[64]. More precisely, let us con-
sider a closed 2D ribbon submitted to a perpendicular magnetic field and a
transverse electric field. The system being invariant by application of a flux
quantum through the ribbon (filled states are simply shifted by one unity if
the Fermi energy is in between two Landau levels), the variation of energy
(∆U = eV ) has a purely electrostatic origin and is caused by the transfer of
one electron from one edge of the ribbon to the other. The expression of the
current, I = ∆U/φ0 = (e2/h)V , gave the first explanation of the universal
quantized value[51]. This argument was then generalized by Thouless et al
showing that the Hall conductance is an topological invariant[65, 66, 67].
It was also demonstrated that neither electron-electron interaction[68] nor
the gravitational field[69] lead to any correction. However, one work using
quantum electrodynamic calculations reports on a correction to h/e2 caused
by a renormalization of the electric charge by the magnetic field. A tiny
relative correction, αB2, amounting to 10−21 for B = 20 T is predicted[70].

The universality and the reproducibility[71] of the von Klitzing con-
stant RK were proved by showing the agreement of the quantized Hall
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resistance measured in several two-dimensional semiconductors with rela-
tive uncertainties down to a few 10−11. Different devices by the nature
of the 2DEG (Silicon-MOSFET[72, 73], GaAs/AlGAs[74], InGaAs/InP[75],
graphene[76, 77]), by their electronic properties (carrier density, electronic
mobility, filling factor)[73, 78, 79] and their geometry (Hall bar size)[80]
were tested.

1.5. Single electron tunneling current sources

Figure 6: a) Example of a current versus voltage (I−V ) curve showing a 1.6 pA current
step obtained with a pumping frequency of fP = 10 MHz. SEM picture of a metallic
pump fabricated at PTB. b) Principle of Coulomb blockade in a single electron transistor
(SET): the charging energy e2/2CΣ opposes to the addition of an extra electron. c)
Principle of the transfer one by one of electron in a pump device based on three tunnel-
junctions and two islands. Energy states in islands are controlled by AC gate voltages
synchronized at frequency fP. Adapted from ref.[81].

Single electron pumps. In the 90’s, the possibility to manipulate a single
electron charge has been demonstrated [82] in mesoscopic conductors. Some
of these devices, called single-electron pumps, have enabled the control of
the transfer of electrons one by one at a rate fixed by an external frequency
fP[83, 84, 85], resulting in a current I = QfP, where Q ≡ e. Fig.6a shows a
current step at a value of 1.6 pA that is observed in the I−V characteristic
of such a device operating at a frequency of 10 MHz.

The operation of single-electron pumps is based on the manifestation of
the charge quantization in a small metallic island isolated by tunnel barri-
ers of capacitance C and resistance R where Coulomb blockade manifests
itself[86]. The transfer of electrons one by one occurs if : 1) the charging
energy e2/C prohibiting the addition of a second electron, as illustrated in
fig.6b, is larger than the thermal energy kBT . This requires very low operat-
ing temperatures and small tunnel barrier capacitances and 2) the electron
state has an energy thickness δE much smaller than e2/C, i.e. δE � e2/C.
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Considering the charging time of the island of the order of RC and the
energy-time Heisenberg uncertainty principle, one deduces δE ∼ h/(RC)
which leads to a tunnel resistance R� h/e2.

First single-electron tunneling (SET) pumps [83] consisted of several
(at least two) small metallic islands in series isolated by tunnel junctions.
Each island is capacitively coupled to a voltage generator (gate voltage)
synchronized to fP which is used to control its charge state. By adjusting
carefully the amplitude and the phase of the gate voltages, nQe charges can
be transferred from island to island at each pumping cycle, where nQ is
the number of charges. This principle is described in fig.6c. The output
current delivered by these devices is therefore ideally equal to IP = nQefP.
A current step forms by varying the polarization voltage of the pump VP,
as reported in fig.6a.

Accuracy of metallic single-electron pumps. In a 7-junction device, quan-
tized currents of a few pA have been generated for frequencies in the MHz
range and an error rate of charge transfer per cycle as low as 1.5×10−8 was
measured[87]. Given the low current values, the accuracy of such devices
was determined by measuring the voltage at the terminals of a calibrated
(in terms of µ0 or RK) cryogenic capacitor charged with a precise number
of electrons in terms of KJ[88]. The quantization of the current was demon-
strated with a relative uncertainty of 9.2×10−7 for currents below 1 pA[89].
In a similar experiment, a relative uncertainty of 1.66 × 10−6 was reached
with a 5-junction R-pump[90]. The limit in the uncertainty achieved comes
from the small currents that theses metallic pumps can accurately gener-
ate. Large RC values and serialization of several junctions used to reduce
co-tunneling events indeed result in a strong frequency dependence which
prevents generating larger currents with accuracy[86, 91]. As a trade-off
between accuracy and increased current, several alternative quantum cur-
rent sources have then been proposed[91, 92, 93]. They will be discussed in
section 3

1.6. Quantum standards in the SI based on the electromechanical definition
of the ampere

The high reproducibility and universality of the JE and the QHE mo-
tivated their use to realize the units of voltage and resistance respectively.
The development of high-quality 10 V Josephson arrays and GaAs/AlGaAs
Hall bars on one side and accurate comparisons bridges on the other side
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have allowed metrologists, in the late eighties, performing accurate cali-
brations of voltage references and resistors from KJ and RK respectively
with relative uncertainties around 10−9. A prerequisite before using the
JE and the QHE in metrology was to link the Josephson voltage and the
quantum Hall resistance to the volt and the ohm as defined in the SI. This
means calibrating KJ and RK in terms of SI units. In 1990, the Joseph-
son effect and the quantum Hall effect were recommended by the CIPM
to maintain the units of voltage and resistance in national metrology in-
stitutes (NMIs) and values for the two quantum constants were adopted:
KJ = KJ−90×(1±4×10−7) GHz/V[94] and RK = RK−90(1±1×10−7) Ω[95]
where KJ−90 = 483597.9 GHz/V and RK−90 = 25812.807 Ω. The uncer-
tainties of determination of these two constants are much larger than the
reproducibility of the quantum phenomena. This comes from the definition
of the current unit based on Ampere’s force law, which imposes the imple-
mentation of complex electromechanical experiments to measure KJ (the
volt balance) and RK (the Thompson-Lampard calculable capacitor).

To benefit even so from the high-reproducibility of the Josephson and
quantum Hall effects for the traceability of the volt and the ohm, the con-
ventional exact values (without uncertainties), KJ−90 and RK−90, were rec-
ommended by the Comité International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM)[96]
for the traceability of voltage and resistance in calibration certificates based
on the implementation of these quantum effects. The voltage and the re-
sistance measurements traceable to KJ−90 and RK−90 give representations,
and not realizations in the SI, of the volt and the ohm. It results that the
current realized from (KJ−90RK−90)

−1 by application of Ohm’s law from the
representations of the volt and the ohm gives a representation of the ampere
(not a realization). These decisions resulted in a major improvement of the
reproducibility of the units of voltage and resistance, as realised by national
metrology institutes (NMIs). This is highlighted by fig.7 which reports the
deviations between ohm realizations performed by different NMIs, before
a) and after b) the use of the QHE. It shows a reduction from about 10−6

down to 10−9 of the relative deviations. The exploitation of the JE led to a
similar strong improvement.

However, this artifice, which makes the traceability of the electrical units
simpler and advantageous for end-users, is not applicable to experiments
where realizations of units, and not representations, are required. This is
notably the case of high-precision experiments involving both mechanical
units and electrical units realised from quantum effects. It would indeed be
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Figure 7: a) Deviation in µΩ between realizations of the ohm in several NMIs and NML
(australia) till 1988. b) Relative deviations of resistance ratio measurements performed
in different NMIs and in BIPM by using the QHE and modern resistance bridges.

incoherent to drop out the uncertainties of KJ and RK, the origin of which
is mechanical. To illustrate this difficulty, one can evoke the realisation of
the farad either from µ0 using the Thompson-Lampard calculable capacitor
or from RK−90 using the QHE. Another example, discussed in subsection
4.1, is the Kibble balance experiment that links the kilogram to electrical
units. A main motivation and issue of the revised SI was to get rid of this
artifice.

1.7. A new definition of the ampere from the elementary charge

1.7.1. The revised SI

The article ”Redefinition of the kilogram: a decision whose time has
come” by Mills et al [15] in 2005 has not only initiated a cogitation about a
redefinition of the kilogram without an artefact, but has also crystallized a
consensus around a major evolution of the SI to overpass the limits imposed
by the definitions of others units: the ampere, the kelvin, the mole. Con-
cerning the ampere, the goal was to find a definition to fully benefit from the
high reproducibility and universality of the quantum electrical standards.
More generally, the ambition of the revised SI was to take into account mod-
ern physics, i.e. quantum physics and statistical physics and avoid defini-
tions closely linked to given practical realizations. The revised SI based on
fixed fundamental constants (c, h, e, k, Kcd) fulfils these requirements[97].
Electrical metrology is directly concerned by the definitions associated to
the fixing of h and e which define the kilogram and the ampere respectively.
They are presented in table 2.

The setting of this revised SI follows many works aiming at improving
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Units Definitions

kilogram (kg)

The kilogram, symbol kg, is the SI unit of mass. It is
defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the
Planck constant h to be 6.62607015× 10−34 when

expressed in the unit J s, which is equal to kg m2 s−1,
where the metre and the second are defined in terms of

c and ∆νCs.

ampere (A)

The ampere, symbol A, is the SI unit of electric
current. It is defined by taking the fixed numerical

value of the elementary charge e to be
1.602176634× 10−19 when expressed in the unit C,

which is equal to A s, where the second is defined in
terms of ∆νCs

Table 2: Definitions of the kilogram and the ampere associated to the fixing at exact
values of h and e from 20 May 2019. The unperturbed ground state hyperfine transition
frequency of the caesium 133 atom ∆νCs is 9 192 631 770 Hz. Values[98] of h and e were
established from the CODATA 2017 adjustment[99].

the knowledge of fundamental constants before fixing their exact values.
The goal was to reduce the measurement uncertainties not only of c, h,
e and k but also of the constants KJ, RK and Q in order to check the
solid-state theory on which quantum electrical standards rely.

1.7.2. Determinations of RK and α

The von Klitzing constant RK can be measured through a comparison
with the impedance 1/(2πfC) using a quadrature bridge, where f is the
operation frequency and C is a capacitance calibrated from the Thompson-
Lampard calculable capacitor that was described before. It is interesting
to compare the determinations of RK with measurements of h/e2 in order
to test the QHE theory. It is equivalent to compare the determinations
of the fine structure constant α = µ0c

2(h/e2)
with the estimations α = µ0c

2RK
.

Determinations of α are obtained from measurements of h/mat [mat is an
atomic mass (cesium or rubidium atoms)] by atomic interferometry, or mea-
surements of the abnormal magnetic moment of the electron combined with
quantum electrodynamic calculations. Results[100] reported in fig.8a, shows
that they are in agreement with the estimations from RK, including that
of LNE measured with relative uncertainty of 5.3 × 10−8 using a specific
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Figure 8: a) Determinations of the fine structure constant α: from RK, from h/m by
atomic interferometry and from the abnormal magnetic moment of the electron ae using
quantum electrodynamic calculations. b) Determinations of the Planck constant h using
a Kibble balance (KB) or a silicon sphere (XRCD).

five electrodes calculable capacitor[6]. It results that RK = h
e2

(1 + εK)
with εK = (2.2 ± 1.8) × 10−8. This confirms the QHE theory, futhermore
supported by universality tests which shows that RK is independent on 2D
material with uncertainties down to a few 10−11. From all data, an accurate
value of α is deduced[99]: α−1 = 137.035999139× (1± 2.3× 10−10).

1.7.3. Determinations of KJ and h

KJ constant was initially determined using the volt balance. The uncer-
tainty of measurement of KJ was improved using the Kibble balance (a watt
balance) and the RK value. This experiment consists in measuring the me-
chanical power of a mass m moving at velocity v under the gravitational field
g in terms of an electric power in a coil calibrated from 1/RKK

2
J , which is an

estimate of the Planck constant h. The Kibble balance therefore establishes
a relationship between the kilogram and h. Its advantage is that the watt
does not depend on the ampere definition, contrary to the volt. This allows
to overcome some technical difficulties, for example the geometric calibra-
tion of the coil. Comparing KJ value to its theoretical expectation requires
the knowledge of 2e/h. The latter constant can be determined from h/e2

and the determination of h from the Avogadro constant NA. The Planck

constant can indeed be deduced from the relationship h = cAr(e)Muα2

2R∞NA
, where

Ar(e) is relative atomic mass of the electron, Mu is the molar mass constant
and R∞ is the Rydberg constant. The Avogadro constant NA is determined
from the number of atoms in a silicon sphere of volume Vsphere and mass
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msphere, according to NA =
MSiVsphere√
8d3220msphere

, where MSi is the silicon molar mass

and d220 is the inter-atomic distance measured by X-ray diffraction. Here,
one can note that the mass can be realised from NA. Testing the agree-
ment of KJ with 2e/h is as comparing determinations of h using the Kib-
ble balance (assuming QHE and JE theories are valid) and determinations
from NA. Analysis from CODATA 2014 group demonstrated the absence of
significant disagreement between the two determinations of h, reported in
fig.8b. It was deduced that KJ = 2e

h
(1 + εJ) with εJ = (−0.9± 1.5)× 10−8.

This result and the universality tests of the JE show that the JE theory could
be adopted. The last adjustment of constants carried out by CODATA 2017
group[99], that considered new results, determined an accurate value of the
Planck constant equal to h = 6.626070150×10−34(1±1.0×10−8) J.s. From
this value and that of α, the value of the elementary charge obtained is
e = 1.6021766341× 10−19(1± 5.2× 10−9) C.

1.7.4. Closure of the metrological triangle

Figure 9: a) Illustration of the metrological triangle [30] and realization of the current I
from frequency f , either by using the relation I = Qf in the single electron tunnelling
effect, or by using Ohm’s law associated with the Josephson and the quantum Hall
effects, I = n(RKKJ)−1f , where n is an integer. Adapted from ref.[101]. b) Schematic of
LNE experiment to close the metrological triangle [81, 102]. The current generated by a
metallic pump Ipump is amplified by a factor 20000 using a cryogenic current comparator
(CCC). This amplified current feeds a calibrated resistor from the QHE. The voltage
drop VR at resistance terminals is measured by comparison with a Josephson reference
voltage VJ. From ref.[102].

This experience, illustrated in fig.9a, consists in comparing the realiza-
tion of the ampere from the frequency by implementing SET devices on one
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side and by applying Ohm’s law to quantum voltage and resistance stan-
dards on the other[30, 81]. It leads to the determination of the constants
product RKKJQ which is theoretically equal to 2 if RK = h/e2, KJ = 2e/h
and Q = e. This is a fundamental test of the coherency of the quantum solid
state physics, where one of the issues it to check that the quasi-particles ei-
ther handled in the SET quantum dot, or flowing along the sample QHE
edge or in the Cooper pair have the same elementary charge. Any discard
to the expected value would question a part of quantum mechanics. In
practice, this direct comparison implementing the three quantum standards
together has never been performed. Instead, the current generated by SET
devices was measured by using a secondary resistor (or capacitor) calibrated
from RK, whose voltage at its terminals was compared to a Josephson volt-
age reference. Among the many works that have reported measurements
of the output current of SET devices, only three of them have claimed the
closure of the metrological triangle[89, 102, 103]. The main reason is that
determining RKKJQ requires that the expected number of charges nQ is
really transferred with accuracy at each cycle. Some authors consider that
there is no proof of that for recent non-adiabatic SET devices, described in
section 3.1, and that an independent measurement of nQ is required to make
a determination of Q. Thus, the three determinations were based on the
use of metallic SET pumps, the physics of which was well understood and,
above all, it was demonstrated in a 7-junction device that the error rate
of charge transfer per cycle was as low as 1.5 × 10−8[87]. Moreover, some
quantization criteria, such as observation of a linear frequency dependence
of the current and of a minimization of co-tunneling events by setting the
biasing voltage, could be used to confirm quantization state. Using a mea-
surement method based on the charging of a calibrated cryogenic capacitor,
[89] and [103] researches achieved closure of the metrological triangle with a
relative uncertainty of 9.2×10−7 and 1.66×10−6 respectively. In work[102]
from LNE, the SET device current is amplified using a CCC[104] before
measurement (fig.9b) and the uncertainty achieved is of 1.3 × 10−5. Al-
though confirming solid state physics, these works have not contributed to
an estimation of the elementary charge e from RK and KJ in the CODATA
calculations because of the too large uncertainties achieved.

1.7.5. Impact of the new ampere definition

Exact values of h and e chosen to establish the new SI definitions and
reported in table 2 were obtained by truncating the digits of the values
determined in the previous SI. One advantage of the new definitions is
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that they do no specify any given realization. The value of the elementary
charge expressed in coulomb, i.e. in ampere.seconde, simply means that
the electrical current corresponds to a fixed flux value of elementary charges
per time unit. Thus, any experiment based on the handling of elementary
charges can, in principle, constitute a realization of the ampere. Besides, let
us note that the definitions of all others electrical units have not changed
in the revised SI. Following the verification of the quantum theories of the
JE and the QHE with lower uncertainties, and to some extend of the single
electron tunneling effect, the relationships KJ = 2e

h
, RK = h

e2
and Q = e

are adopted in the revised SI. It results that the JE, the QHE and the
SET effect are recommended experiments to realize the volt, the ohm and
the ampere. Fig.1-right illustrates the link of these three units to h, e and
∆νCs. Constants being exact, the uncertainty of realization of units comes
from the implementation of the quantum phenomena, and no more from the
definition of the ampere itself. Recommendations for the mise en pratique of
the electric units were written (Draft[105] for Appendix 2 of the SI Brochure
for the Revised SI). Here, are reported those concerning the volt, the ohm
and the ampere.

Practical realization of the volt, V.
The volt, V, can be realized from KJ using the Josephson effect. Although
the 2e/h value can be used, a truncated value with 15 significant digits is
recommended: KJ = 483597.848416984 GHzV−1. This value is lower than
the value KJ−90 by a relative amount of 106.665× 10−9. As a consequence,
the numerical value of a voltage measured in terms of the new SI volt is
larger than the value measured in terms of KJ−90 by the same amount.

Practical realization of the ohm, Ω.
a) The ohm, Ω, can be realized from RK by using the quantum Hall effect
in a manner consistent with the CCEM Guidelines[106]. Although the h/e2

value can be used, a truncated value with 15 significant digits is recom-
mended: RK = 25812.8074593045 Ω. This value is larger than the value
RK−90 by a relative amount of 17.793 × 10−9. As a consequence, the nu-
merical value of a resistance measured in terms of the new SI ohm is larger
than the value measured in terms of RK−90 by the same amount; or
b) by comparing an unknown resistance to the impedance of a known ca-
pacitance using, for example, a quadrature bridge, where, for example,
the capacitance has been determined by means of a calculable capacitor
and the value of the electric constant of vacuum ε0 = 1/µ0c

2. In the re-
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vised SI, the the magnetic constant of vacuum has no longer the exact
value 4π × 10−7N/A2. It is obtained from the fine structure constant value
µ0 = 2α/ce2. The value determined from the CODATA 2017 adjustment is
µ0 = 4π[1+2.0(2.3)×10−10]×10−7N/A2 = 12.5663706169(29)×10−7N/A2.
It results the value of ε0 is no longer exact either. Its relative uncertainty
is equal to that of µ0 since c is fixed.

Practical realization of the ampere, A.
a) The ampere can be realized by using Ohm’s law, the unit relation A =
V/Ω, and using practical realizations of the SI derived units the volt V and
the ohm Ω, based on the Josephson and quantum Hall effects, respectively;
or
b) by using the relation I = CdU/dt, the unit relation A = FV/s, and
practical realizations of the SI derived units the volt V and the farad F and
of the SI base unit second s; or
c) by using a single electron transport (SET) or similar device, the unit
relation A = C/s, the value of e given in the definition of the ampere
and a practical realization of the SI base unit second s. However, SET
implementations still have technical limitations and often larger relative
uncertainties than some other competitive techniques.

Mise en pratique based on quantum electrical standards were also recom-
mended for the units coulomb, farad and watt[105]. Generally, the revised
SI promotes quantum solid-sate physics. This is to sustain further develop-
ment of the quantum electrical standards and their applications.

2. The volt and the ohm from quantum standards

2.1. The Quantum voltage standard

Introduction. Nowadays, in NMIs, coexist three generations of state-of-
the-art Josephson voltage standards (JVS): the conventionnal and pro-
grammable Josephson voltage standards (CJVS and PJVS), and the Joseph-
son arbitrary waveform synthesizers (JAWS or ACJVS). These JVS are very
complex superconductive circuits with thousands of junctions in series. The
development of JVS had to overcome several difficulties concerning the qual-
ity of the JJ (homogeneity of the junction parameters over large areas of
the order of cm2, stability of the material, high yield), the optimization of
the microwave design and the design of the bias electronics. Not only, at
each generation, the number of junctions and the complexity of the circuit
have increased but also the domain of applications.
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The first generation was dedicated to dc voltage metrology. The main
achievement of these standards is the increase of the voltage output from
a few millivolts[47, 107] to 10 V[108, 109] and the establishment of the ba-
sis of the present standard volt conservation to a few parts in 1010. The
PJVS have opened the way to the rapid dc voltage selection and to low
frequency ac applications. Finally, JAWS are achieving the mutation to-
wards programmability and higher frequencies by allowing the generation
of arbitrary waveforms with fundamental accuracy up to the MHz range.
Several review papers on JVS have been published covering all the aspects
of the Josephson voltage standards [109, 37, 34, 110, 111, 112, 113]. Here
we will present the state-of-the-art of the three generations of JVS.

2.1.1. Conventional devices

Figure 10: Array of Josephson junctions: a) Series of Josephson junctions introduced in
a microstrip transmission line. The junctions are distributed in the microstrip over a su-
perconducting ground plane, separated from the strip by a dielectric layer. b) Schematic
of the circuit of a typical Josephson voltage standard: to increase the number of JJ while
limiting the effect of rf power attenuation in the transmission line, the JVS is formed of
parallel series arrays terminated by matched loads that absorb the rf power and avoid
reflections. A network of low and high-pass filters splits the microwave power into par-
allel paths (here four), and allows all junctions to be connected in series at dc. Inspired
from [110].

Principle. The CJVS are based on the idea proposed by Levinsen in 1977
[114] to use zero-crossing steps shown in fig.3c corresponding to β ≥ 100.
First, there are no stable regions between the first steps, this ensures the
quantization of the voltage. Second, all the steps can be selected with the
same bias current (I ∼ 0), and the array can be disconnected from the bias
source during the measurements. This relaxes, to some extent, the need of
perfectly identical JJ parameters in the arrays, and for this reason it allowed
the fabrication of the first 10 V arrays of JJ[108, 109].
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Junction. SIS (Superconducting/Insulator/Superconductor) junctions are
fabricated with Nb/Al2O3/Nb thin film structures [115], which ensure clean
interfaces and thin insulating junction barrier. Niobium (Nb) is mechan-
ically and chemically stable, preventing the Josephson arrays from aging
problems. Moreover, the critical temperature of Nb of 9 K allows working
in liquid helium at 4.2 K [112]. The junctions are planar junctions of width
w and length l made by the superposition of two superconducting films
separated by the insulating barrier. They are imbedded in the microstrip
of a superconducting microstrip-transmission line as illustrated in fig.10a.
The choice of the Josephson junction parameters w, l and Ic and the oper-
ating frequency f can be determined within the RSCJ model (Section 1.3
and fig.10) with the aim to increase the stability of phase-lock against ther-
mal noise and chaos, and to avoid any spatial dependence of the junction
phase over the junction area. For a detailed discussion on the subject, see
ref.[37, 34]. Typical parameters for the junctions are w = 30 µm, l = 18
µm corresponding to a critical current of 110 µA and working frequencies
are around 75 GHz [110].

Microwave circuit. Typical 10 V Josephson voltage standards are composed
of about 14000 to 20000 Josephson junctions [116, 117]. To reach 10 V, high
order constant voltage steps are exploited (typically, at 10 V, a JVS of 14000
JJ works in average on the voltage step n = 5). A homogeneous rf power
distribution for all the junctions is a key element for proper operation of
the JVS, hence, the problems of rf power attenuation and reflections should
be circumvented. The rf power attenuation along a series array limits the
number of junctions in one array to about few thousands. To reach more
than 10000 JJ, several arrays are needed. This is realized by connecting
series arrays in a series/parallel circuit as shown in fig.10b. This circuit
allows splitting the microwave power into parallel paths while maintaining
a dc path. The reflections are avoided by a matched load at the end of each
series array.

Measurement system and applications. The measurement system is com-
posed of the microwave source phase locked to a 10 MHz frequency refer-
enced to an atomic clock through a GPS receiver, a bias electronics which
allows selecting the zero-crossing steps, an oscilloscope to visualize the steps
and to optimize the microwave power and frequency. Once the step is se-
lected, the array is disconnected from the bias source. The CJVS are used
for the calibration of the 1.018 V and 10 V outputs of Zener-diode-based dc
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Figure 11: Results of the Key comparison BIPM.EM-K10.b, SIM.EM.BIPM-K10.b and
K10.b.1, COOMET.EM.BIPM-K10.b for 10 V Josephson standards, expressed in terms
of degrees of equivalence. The degree of equivalence is given by a pair of terms, [Di, Ui],
where Di is the result of the measurement carried out by laboratory i expressed as the
difference from the BIPM value, and Ui is the expanded uncertainty, Ui = kui, where
k = 2 is the coverage factor and ui the combined uncertainty. Adapted from ref.[118].

reference standards used in the traceability chain and for the calibration of
the gain and linearity of high precision digital voltmeters. Fig.11 presents
the results of the international Key comparison BIPM EM K10b [118]. It
shows that for most of the participants, the degree of equivalence, which is
defined as the voltage difference with respect to the BIPM value associated
with the expanded uncertainty Ui corresponding to a coverage factor k = 2,
is below 5 parts in 1010 [119] and some are at a few parts in 1011 [120].
The wide dissemination of CJVS is ensured by the commercialization of
these standards by two hightech companies specialized in superconducting
electronics [121, 122].

2.1.2. PJVS at 10 V or more

Principle. Josephson voltage standards based on zero-crossing steps are
not satisfying for programmable applications due to the difficulty to se-
lect a precise voltage step number n, and because of the susceptibility
to noise-induced-spontaneous transitions. To circumvent the problem, in
1995, Hamilton et al.[123] proposed to use overdamped junctions for which
each bias current value corresponds to a single voltage value (fig.12a). He
also suggested to transform the array into a ”digital-to-analogue converter
(DAC) of fundamental accuracy” by dividing a series array of NJ junctions
into segments containing different numbers of JJ as depicted in fig.12b.
Each segment is current biased on one of the three constant voltage steps
n = −1, 0 or +1, such that the output voltage can take any value between
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a) b) c) 

𝐼 

𝑉 

Figure 12: Programmable Josephson voltage standards (PJVS) principle : a) I − V
characteristic of a non hysteretic Josephson junction (β ≤ 1) under microwave irradiation,
showing the three constant voltage steps n = ±1, 0 used in PJVS. b) Principle of the
digital to analog converter based on a Josephson array [123]. Here the array is divided in
i segments containing a number of JJ following a binary sequence. Each of the segments
is biased by a computer controlled current source. c) AC voltage generation: the output
voltage Vout(t) of the PJVS is a stepwise approximated waveform.

±NJΦ0f by increment of the voltage of the smallest segment. Most of the
1 V arrays were subdivided in segments with a number of JJ following a
binary sequence [124]. On the other hand, 10 V arrays, depending on the
junction technology, can have very different sequences[125, 126, 127]. The
programmability is possible thanks to a computer controlled bias source.
An ac voltage Vout(t) can be generated by biasing sequentially different seg-
ments so that the output signal is a stepwise approximated waveform as
sketched in fig.12c.

Characteristic PTB [126] NIST [128, 127] NMIJ [129, 130]

Voltage 10 V 10 V 17 V
Frequency 70 GHz 18.3 GHz 16 GHz
Junctions 69 632 268 800 524 288
Material Nb/NbxSi1−x/Nb Nb/NbxSi1−x/Nb NbN/TiNx/NbN
Temperature 4.2 K 4.2 K 9.8 K
Stacks 1 3 2
Transmission line Microstrip Coplanar waveguide Coplanar waveguide
Parallel arrays 128 32 64

Table 3: Main characteristics of the 10 V PJVS arrays developed by PTB, NIST and
NMIJ.
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Junctions and microwave circuit. The PJVS technology has evolved during
about 15 years. For a historical overview of the development, the reader
can consult recent reviews [112, 113]. The current technology is based on
SNS (superconducting-normal metal-superconducting) junctions, which are
intrinsically overdamped junctions (β ≤ 1). Kautz [38] showed that the high
critical currents (in the mA range) of SNS junctions provide good immunity
to thermal and electrical noise and that the frequency of operation should
be very close to the characteristic frequency, fc = 2e

h
IcR, in order to obtain

simultaneously the maximum amplitude for the voltage steps n = ±1, 0.
Among the three Institutes that fabricate 10 V PJVS, (NIST, PTB, and

NMIJ/AIST), NIST and PTB are using Nb/NbxSi1−x/Nb junctions first
developed at NIST [131]. Despite the same material, the arrays operate
at very different frequencies, 18 GHz at NIST [128] and 70 GHz at PTB
[126]. The operating frequency is adjusted by tuning the IcRn product by
changing both the thickness of the barrier and by varying the Nb content
of the amorphous NbxSi1−x by a few percent. The choice of NMIJ is to use
NbN/TiNx/NbN junctions benefiting of the higher critical temperature of
NbN at 16 K in order to fabricate PJVS able to operate at a temperature
above 4.2 K in cryocoolers.

The use of NbxSi1−x and TiNx enables the vertical stacking of the JJ.
Double and triple stacked JJ are currently used in the 10 V PJVS from
NIST and NMIJ, to limit the size of the array while increasing the number
of JJ to compensate for the reduction of the operating frequency. PTB
could achieve 20 V [132] with a double stack. The two different domains
of operating frequency lead to different microwave designs: at 70 GHz, the
microstrip transmission line of the CJVS has been adapted, while in the 20
GHz range, coplanar waveguides (CPW) are used. Table 3 summarizes the
parameters of the different 10V PJVS.

Measurement set-up and applications. The accuracy of 10 V PJVS has been
demonstrated by comparison to 10 V CJVS; no significant difference be-
tween the voltage standards were measured within 1.2 part in 1010 [133]
and 2.6 parts in 1010 [134] (k=2). The recent comparison of two cryocooled
10 V PJVS [135] illustrates the advantages of the PJVS over the CJVS. The
complete automation and synchronisation of both systems allow voltage re-
versals over very long measurement time (28 h) and enable the use a very
sensitive null detector. The authors have measured the voltage difference
at 10 V between the two systems with a relative combined uncertainty of
2.9 parts in 1011 (k = 2). Today PJVS tend to replace CJVS not only
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Figure 13: a) Principle of the differential sampling technique with a PJVS. A stepwise
sinusoidal waveform is compared with an unknown ac signal using a fast analogue to
digital converter (ADC) replacing the null detector used in dc voltage comparisons. b)
Comparison of two 4-sample waveforms ([0,+Vmax, 0,−Vmax]) generated by two 10 V
PJVS. Adapted from ref.[113].

for the calibration of Zener dc references but also for the calibration of the
gain and linearity of high precision digital voltmeters through automated
measurements[136, 137].

For low-frequency ac applications (<1 kHz), the generation of stepwise
approximated waveforms has been used to calibrate ac-dc thermal convert-
ers, however the transients, i.e. the unquantized parts of the signal between
two quantised voltage levels of the waveform, contribute to the uncertainty
and are difficult to handle [138]. Despite this, uncertainties of the order of
1 part in 106 have been reported [139, 140].

Today, the PJVS are mainly used with sampling techniques (for review
[113, 141]): the stepwise waveform is compared with an unknown ac signal
using a fast analogue to digital converter (ADC) replacing the null detector
used in dc voltage comparisons (differential sampling or ac quantum volt-
meter [142, 143, 113, 141]) as depicted in fig.13a or by alternately measuring
both signals with the same ADC ([144, 145, 141]). This comparison is done
only when the voltage of the array is on a quantized plateau of the step-
wize approximated waveform. However as the frequency is increased the
length of each plateau is reduced (for a given number of samples) and this
limits the accuracy above few kHz. Fig.13b shows the comparison of two
4-sample waveforms generated by two 10 V PJVS showing an agreement
of the voltage standards, below 400 Hz, within the type-A uncertainty of 3
part in 109 [113]. Comparing two waveforms by differential sampling rather
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than by sampling them successively by the same sampler reduces the errors
due to the gain and the non linearity of the ADC at the expense of the
necessity to lock the PJVS, the ac-source and the ADC to a common fre-
quency reference. Indeed, any phase jitter from the ac-source or the ADC
is detrimental in terms of uncertainties. The performance of the differential
sampling systems (at 7 or 10 VRMS) have been studied in different laborato-
ries [143, 146, 143, 147, 148, 137]. Today, liquid cryogen-free PJVS systems
have been demonstrated [149, 150, 151], and fully automated systems are
available from NIST and Supracon. A very interesting application of PJVS
was suggested for impedance ratio measurements based on two PJVS sys-
tems generating square-waves: the Josephson two-terminal-pair impedance
bridge [152]. The recent variants of impedance bridges (see section 4.2) are
set-up with pulse driven arrays, which generate pure sinusoidal waveforms
(see section 2.1.3).

2.1.3. JAWS: Pulse driven arrays

c) a) b) 

Figure 14: a) Principle of pulse-driven arrays: A series array of N Josephson junctions
distributed along a wide bandwidth transmission line is biased by current pulses that
generate quantized voltage pulses with a time integrated area Φ0 at each junction. A
pulse train of frequency f generates an average voltage NΦ0f across the array, which
is measured at the low-pass-filtered output of the array. An arbitrary waveform can
be generated by gating the input pulse train with a long digital word generator. From
ref.[153]. b) Photograph of the NISTS’s new 1 V JAWS package. From ref.[154]. c)
Photograph of the PTB’s 8-channel cryoprobe. From ref.[155].

Principle. To resolve the problem of transients in the generation of ac sig-
nals based on PJVS, Benz et al. proposed in 1996 [156] to bias the array by
a train of short current pulses generated by a pulse generator as depicted in
fig.14a. For a given pulse area, each JJ generates a quantized voltage pulse
2. The array then acts as a pulse quantizer transferring a single flux quan-
tum Φ0 for each input pulse (see section 1.3). The voltage across the array
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is determined by the repetition rate f (fig.14a), which can be modulated
to generate arbitrary waveforms. As the pulses can be generated at a very
high speed (∼ 15 GHz) compared to the frequency of the desired signal (in
the MHz range), generating arbitrary waveforms can be dealt with oversam-
pling techniques. In particular, noise shaping techniques using delta-sigma
modulation algorithms [157] can be applied to push most of the quantiza-
tion noise to high frequencies. By this way, pulse sequences corresponding
to pure sine-wave can be determined with extremely low distortion [154].
Most of the difficulties lie in the way to generate the bipolar pulses at a rate
of ∼ 15×109 pulses per second and to ensure that the pulses propagate with
low distortion in the transmission line, such that each bias pulse generates
one quantized voltage output pulse for all the junctions. For more details
on JAWS, the reader can consult recent reviews [113, 141].

The denomination of the pulse-driven technique depends on the domain
of application (ACJVS for pure sinewaves generation or QVNS for quantum
voltage noise source for a pseudo-random noise source used in electrical
based thermometry, see section 4.3). Today, due to the high complexity of
these systems, only NIST and PTB are developing JAWS systems, however,
they have established close collaborations with several groups [158, 159, 160,
161].

Junctions, microwave circuit, bias techniques and applications. The junc-
tions used for JAWS are SNS junctions based on the same technology used
for PJVS (Nb/NbxSi1−x/Nb) optimized around 20 GHz [131, 163]. Dou-
ble or triple stacked [162, 155] junctions are used. The maximum output
is lower than for PJVS, but recently several breakthroughs have been re-
ported [155, 164, 165, 154, 162]. The main difficulty lies in the broadband
nature of the pulses, which have significant power at frequencies up to 30
GHz [162], and which are very sensitive to non-linearities in the coplanar
waveguide. Many techniques have been adapted from the PJVS arrays to
improve the propagation of the pulses in the transmission lines [162, 166].
In addition, pulse generation methods have been optimized over more than
15 years [167, 168, 169].

Recently, the two groups of NIST and PTB have demonstrated rms
amplitude up to 3 V. Kieler et al. could reach an rms voltage of 1 V by
summing the voltages of 8 arrays (on 4 separate chips) for a total of 63 000
JJs [155, 164]. Each array is connected to a separate channel of an 8-channel
ternary pulse pattern generator in order to minimize the pulse distortion.
Fig.14c shows the cryoprobe with the 4 chips. A direct comparison with a
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a) b) c) 

Figure 15: a) Schematic of the 1 V JAWS chip from NIST showing the series parallel
connection of four JJ arrays fed with only two pulse generator channels (green), thanks to
on-chip power splitters (Wilkinson dividers) (pink) [162]. Arrays are capacitively coupled
to the pulse generator channels via inside-outside dc blocks (yellow). This filters the low
frequency components of the pulse train and avoids common mode voltage on the load.
In order to restore the complete pulse spectrum in the array and therefore improve the
operating margins, floating low frequency current sources (in brown) bias each array
via inductive taps. The total quantized low-frequency voltage is obtained by connecting
the arrays in series via inductive taps. From ref.[141]. b) Digitally sampled spectral
measurement showing a low-distortion JAWS output voltage with an rms magnitude of
2 V. Adapted from ref.[154]. c) Total harmonic distortion (THD) versus dither offset
current showing the 1.6 mA operating current range. Adapted from ref.[154].

PJVS has demonstrated an agreement better than 1 part in 108 (k = 1) at
250 Hz [164]. Flower-Jacobs et al. [154] have demonstrated rms amplitudes
of 2 V (fig.15a and fig.15b) [154] and recently even 3 V [170] in a cryocooler,
by connecting 2 chips of 4 arrays (fig.15a) and 2 chips of 8 arrays respectively
for a total of 102 480 JJs and 204 960 JJs respectively.

JAWS systems are mainly used for the calibration of thermal trans-
fer standards with high input impedance in order to avoid loading the ar-
ray output. However, direct calibration of thermal converters with lower
impedance might be improved by using buffer [171] or transconductance
amplifiers [172, 173] similar to the ones developed for implementation with
a PJVS [139, 140]. Another challenge is to limit the major systematic er-
ror due to the voltage leads when measuring at frequencies up to 1 MHz
[159, 174]. JAWS systems allow to test the non-linear behavior of electronic
component by generating multi-tone waveforms [175, 176]. Other applica-
tions concern Johnson noise thermometry (see section 4.3) and impedance
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bridges (see section 4.2).

2.2. The quantum Hall resistance standard

2.2.1. Usual QHR

Figure 16: a) Typical GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure used to form a two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG): layer stacking (left), energy bands, 2D subbands and potential
well (right). b) Optical picture of a typical device based on a 2DEG having a Hall
bar geometry and eight terminals. Electrical contacts are made from annealed AuGeNi
deposits (C2N/LNE).

Quantum Hall resistance standards[74, 177, 178] are usually based on
Hall bars made of GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, the electronic proper-
ties of which are well adapted to the metrological application. The two-
dimensional electron gas forms at the interface between two semiconduc-
tors having different electron doping and energy gap (fig.16a). These het-
erostructures can be fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). For resistance metrology ap-
plication, carrier densities and electron mobilities in the ranges from 3×1015

to 5×1015cm2 and from 10 to 80 T−1 respectively are optimal. Samples are
fabricated using usual lithography and etching techniques with a wide Hall
bar geometry (typically 400 µm) characterized by two current contacts and
usually three pairs of voltage terminals (fig.16b). The Hall bar design aims
at optimizing contact surface, breakdown currents and edge state equilib-
rium. Contacts to the 2DEG are realized by annealing a AuGeNi deposit
(diffusion of germanium).

The ν = 2 Hall resistance plateau of usual QHRS is quantized to within
one part in 109 at a magnetic induction of about 10 T, a temperature be-
low 2 K and a measurement current below 100 µA (the breakdown current
reaches a few hundreds of µA for best devices). As a result of many stud-
ies performed by metrologists, technical guidelines[106], concerning samples
properties and characterizations, have been recommended to check the qual-
ity of a QHR. The verification of some technical criteria ensures that the
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Hall resistance is accurately quantized: contact resistances below 10 Ω, lon-
gitudinal resistances below 100 µΩ, spatial homogeneity, insensitivity to the
direction of the magnetic field...

Figure 17: Calibration of a resistor from the QHE: the resistance of a resistor (right) is
compared to the quantized Hall resistance of a GaAs/AlGas device (left) using a CCC-
based resistance bridge (center).

The most accurate way to calibrate a resistance from RK/2, described
in fig17, relies on a resistance bridge[74, 177] based on a cryogenic current
comparator (CCC)[179]. Briefly, the method consists in measuring the ratio
of the two currents circulating through the resistors and generating at their
terminals the same drop voltage. The current ratio is determined using
the CCC which is a perfect transformer operating in direct current. More
precisely, this device can measure the ratio of two currents in terms of the
ratio of the numbers of turns of the two windings through which circulate the
two currents with a relative uncertainty below 10−10. Its accuracy relies on
a flux density conservation property of the superconductive toroidal shield
(Meissner effect), in which superconducting windings are embedded. Owing
to a flux detector based on a dc superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID), the current noise resolution of the CCC can be as low
as 80 pA.turn/Hz1/2[180]. Recent resistance bridges[181, 182, 183, 184, 77]
can calibrate a 100 Ω resistor from RK/2 with a relative uncertainty of a few
10−10. They are more sensitive, accurate, versatile and automated than the
first generation developed in the eighties. In the revised SI, the reference
value that must be used in resistance calibration certificate is RK = h/e2. It
differs from the value RK−90 so the numerical value of a resistance measured
in terms of the new SI ohm is larger than the value measured in terms of
RK−90 by a relative amount of 1.7793× 10−8.
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2.2.2. Arrays

The perfect equipotentiality along edges and the quantization of any
two-terminal resistance at RH value are two fundamental properties of the
QHE that can be exploited together to get rid of the resistance of the connec-
tions between multiply-connected Hall bars. More precisely, let us consider
a Hall bar with a resistance r1 connected in series with a current terminal.
The two-terminal resistance, R2T, equal to RH + r1, becomes RH + r1r2/RH

if adding a connection to a second terminal at same potential as that of the
first terminal. The relative effect of series resistances, r, is reduced according
to (r/RH)n, where n is the number of connections. The so-called multiple
connection technique[185] can be used to realize arrays of QHRs extending
the range of quantized resistance values. It was successfully used to realize
array resistance standards having values[186, 187, 188, 189], in the range
from 100 Ω to 1.29 MΩ, quantized in terms of RK to within a few parts in
109 (18a). Devices were based on several tenths of GaAs/AlGaAs Hall bars

Figure 18: a) Top: picture of an array developed by LNE in collaboration with the
Laboratoire d’Electronique de Philips: it is based on 100 Hall bars connected in parallel.
Bottom: magneto-resistance measurements carried out for arrays of RK/200 (QHR129)
and RK/100 (QHR258) nominal values on the ν = 2 plateau. From ref.[187]. b) Top:
picture of an array developed by PTB made of 10 Hall bars connected in series. Bottom:
magneto-resistance measurements carried out for two magnetic field directions. From
ref.[190]. c) Top: picture of an array developed by NMIJ of nominal value close to 1 MΩ
made of 88 Hall bars. Bottom: magneto-resistance measurements. From ref.[191].

combined in series and/or in parallel using a triple or quadruple connection
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technique. The achievement of quantized arrays relies on GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructures having very homogeneous electronic density (to within a
few percents) so that all Hall bars are quantized at same magnetic induc-
tion. Multiple interconnections require good ohmic contacts and perfect in-
sulating layers (i.e. without pinholes) to electrically isolate different levels
of connections. After these founding results by LNE, others NMIs under-
took research to develop Hall bar arrays. PTB realized standards (fig.18b)
made of ten Hall bars connected in series or in parallel[190, 192]. NMIJ
pursues the development of arrays to achieve not only resistance standards
of 10 kΩ[193] and 1 MΩ[191] (fig.18c) resistance values but also voltage
dividers[194].

Figure 19: a) Scheme of the Wheatstone bridge based on the triple connection of four
GaAs/AlGaAs (LEP514) Hall bars mounted on a single sample holder (picture). The
unbalance current Iub is measured using a CCC winding. b) Extrapolation at zero
dissipation (R̄xx = 0) of the relative deviation, ∆R/R, of the quantized resistance of one
standard from the others. One finds ∆R/R(R̄xx = 0) = (−1.9 ± 31.8) × 10−12. From
ref.[195].

One particular array that can be implemented is the Wheatstone bridge
which is made of four Hall bars. Such a bridge was used to perform re-
producibility tests of the QHE[71]. Fig.19a shows a Wheatstone bridge
mounted from four GaAs/AlGaAs Hall bars using a triple connection. The
unbalance current of the bridge Iub is related to the relative deviation of
the quantized resistance ∆R/R of one standard from the others according
to ∆R/R = 4Iub/I, where I is the biasing current of the bridge. Measur-
ing Iub using a sensitive CCC winding allowed the demonstration of the
reproducibility of the quantized Hall resistance[195] with a record relative
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uncertainty of 3× 10−11, as shown on fig.19b.

2.2.3. Graphene: towards a user-friendly standard

Figure 20: a) Honeycomb lattice of graphene with two atoms A and B per cell (a1

and a2 are base vectors). b) Optical pictures of graphene flakes on top of a SiO2/Si
substrate: ML (monolayer), BL (bilayer), (FL) a few layers. c) First Brillouin zone with
two independent vertices: K+ and K− Dirac points. Conical energy spectrum around
Dirac points.

Dirac Physics. Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms crystallized (fig.20a)
in a 2D honeycomb lattice. Fig.20b shows optical pictures of graphene flakes
of different numbers of layers. Its quantum electronic transport properties
have been discovered[196] by Geim and Novoselov in 2004. Since then,
based on the exceptional properties of graphene, not only electrical, but
also mechanical, optical, thermal and chemical, many works have been car-
ried out for fundamental research[197] and for industry applications[198]
as well. Graphene is a gapless semiconductor with two valleys correspond-
ing to the two independent vertices, called Dirac points, of the hexagonal
Brillouin zone (fig.20c). At low energy around Dirac points, the energy
spectrum[199] is conical and charge carriers behave as relativistic particles
moving at Fermi velocity (fig.20c). Dirac physics[200, 201] manifests it-
self and determines many properties including electronic transport: Berry’s
phase π, chirality (helicity is a good quantum number and is preserved in
elastic scattering process), cancellation of backscattering at normal inci-
dence, anti-localization. In addition, the absence of gap between the con-
duction and valence bands makes this material ambipolar: charge carriers
can be either electrons or holes. One other emblematic property is a spe-
cific half-integer quantum Hall effect which was highlighted[203, 204] right
after the graphene discovery. The energy spectrum[200, 205] is quantized
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Figure 21: Energy as a function of the magnetic induction B of Landau levels with index
n in a) GaAs/AlGaAs (n = 1 : 8) and in b) graphene (n = 0,±1,±2,±3,±4). c) Hall
resistivity ρxy and longitudinal resistivity ρxx as a function of B, measured in graphene
grown on SiC by thermal decomposition with an electronic density of 1× 1012cm−2 and
a mobility of 9000 cm2V−1s−1 [202].

in Landau levels at energies given by:

εn = ±
√

2e~v2FBn, (7)

where n is an integer value. The QHE in graphene differs from that in
usual semiconductors by several peculiarities (fig.21a and fig.21b). The
degeneracy of each Landau level is 4eB/h (spin and valley).The Landau
level energy scales with

√
B and energy gaps depend on n. Moreover, it

exists a Landau level at zero energy and Hall plateaus occurs at unusual
filling factors ν = ±(2n + 1), i.e. at resistance values RH = ± h

e2
1

2(2n+1)
,

as can be observed in fig.21c. Lift of spin and valley degeneracy leads
to the observation[206] of plateaus at others filling factors values such as
ν = 0,±1,±4. Coulomb interaction is responsible for the manifestation of
the Fractional QHE[207, 208] and also of ferromagnetic states[209, 205, 210]
that lift the n=0 Landau level degeneracy[206, 211, 212].

Advantage for metrology. One specific property of the integer QHE, of
strong interest for metrology, is that the energy gap ∆E in between the
two first Landau levels is much larger in graphene than in GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructures for accessible magnetic fields, as shown in fig.21a. This
explains the QHE robustness in graphene that has allowed the observation
of the Hall resistance quantization at ν = 2 even at room temperature[213].
Fig.22b, which shows a ν = 2 Hall resistance plateau measured in a graphene-
based Hall bar that remains much wider at T = 100 K than the one usually
measured in a GaAs/AlGaAs device at T = 1.3 K, also highlights this
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Figure 22: a) Energy gap between the two first Landau levels protecting the Hall plateau
at ν = 2 in graphene and between two nearest Landau levels in GaAs/AlGaAs (whatever
their indexes), as a function of B. The energy level corresponding to 420 K is represented:
it fixes the empirical minimum gap ensuring accurate Hall resistance quantization to
within 10−9 at 4.2 K. b) Hall resistance as a function of B, at two temperatures 1.3 K
and 100 K, in a graphene device obtained by hydrogen/propane CVD on SiC [77] and in
a typical GaAs/AlGaAs device used in metrology.

robustness. More precisely, the empirical criterion, ∆E > 100kT , which
is roughly valid for GaAs/AlGaAs material in conditioning the Hall resis-
tance quantization, would indicate that 10−9-accuracy could be achieved
in graphene at 4.2 K from only 0.8 T. These energy considerations have
motivated[177, 214] the development of a graphene-based quantum resis-
tance standard able to operate in more easy and accessible experimental
conditions than its GaAs/AlGaAs counterpart.

Development of the graphene-based quantum Hall resistance standard: state-
of-the-art. Considering the great promise of graphene for developing a user-
friendly quantum Hall resistance standard, research works started shortly
after the first observations[203, 204] of the QHE in graphene. The first pre-
cise measurements[215, 216] of the quantized Hall resistance were carried
out in 2008 by VSL, the Dutch metrology institute with samples from Geim
and Novoselov’s group, made of graphene obtained by exfoliation of graphite
using the original ”scotch tape” technique and then deposited on SiO2/Si
substrates[217]. The accuracy was limited to 1.5 × 10−5, mainly because
of the high resistance of the metallic contacts. Further works[218, 219] in
exfoliated graphene have shown that the small typical size of these devices
and the extreme sensitivity of graphene electronic properties to the close en-
vironment may impede the measurement of the Hall resistance quantization
with accuracy in graphene. Using graphene on SiC produced in Chalmers
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university, in Sweden, by thermal decomposition of the substrate, NPL per-
formed, in 2010, the first demonstration that the Hall resistance can be
quantized in graphene with the same accuracy as in GaAs/AlGaAs[220].
The agreement between Hall resistance measurement performed in both
materials to within 8.7×10−11 is worth one of the most precise QHE univer-
sality test[76, 221]. Nevertheless, the experimental conditions of magnetic
induction and temperature required for the graphene device were not com-
petitive with those of typical GaAs/AlGaAs devices. The carrier density
was too high to get the quantization of the ν = 2 Hall resistance plateau,
which is expected to be the most robust, at lower magnetic induction. This
high doping results from a charge transfer caused by the coupling of the
graphene layer to the SiC substrate via an interface layer, so-called buffer
layer (fig.23a).

Figure 23: a) Structural model of a monolayer graphene on SiC after growth on the Si-
terminated face. The graphene is growing on top of the (6

√
3× 6

√
3)R30◦ reconstructed

interface layer, also called buffer layer. Only one atom over three of this layer is bonded
to the substrate. From ref.[222]. b) Measurements of the longitudinal resistance (Rxx,
red) and of the Hall resistance (Rxy, black) in the in epitaxial graphene on SiC performed
in pulsed magnetic field at T = 2 K. An exceptionally wide Hall plateau quantized at
RK/2 value is observed. From ref.[223].

This interface layer, which only exists in case of graphene grown on the
Si-terminated face of the SiC substrate, is electrically inactive but can host a
large density of localized donors. It acts as a charge carrier reservoir located
very close to the graphene at a distance of about 0.3-0.4 nm. The charge
transfer depends on the magnetic field. It exits magnetic field intervals
where the carrier density in graphene increases linearly with the magnetic
field which results in the pinning of the Landau level filling factor[224],
particularly at ν = 2. This pinning explains the broad magnetic field ex-
tension of the Hall resistance plateau observed in graphene on SiC (fig.23b).
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Besides, with the objective to increase the size of QHE graphene devices,
LNE developed collaborations with CNRS-Institut Néel to exploit graphene
grown by chemical vapor deposition on copper, which has also the advan-
tage to be a scalable production technique that can be transferred to in-
dustry. In this work, it was demonstrated that, in case of polycrystalline
samples, the Hall resistance quantization is not accurate in accessible con-
ditions, because of grain boundaries short-circuiting the quantum Hall edge
states[225]. Generally speaking, the different attempts show how much the
material quality is crucial to achieve the goal of a graphene-based quantum
Hall resistance standard operating in more accessible conditions.

Figure 24: a) Experimental conditions of magnetic induction B, temperature T and cur-
rent I, under which a graphene device obtained by hydrogen/propane CVD on SiC ex-
hibits quantization of the Hall resistance with accuracy to within 1×10−9 and below[77].
Two relaxed working points are pointed out. These conditions are compared with those
typical (inner volume) that rules for a GaAs/AlGaAs device used as quantum Hall re-
sistance standard. b) Results of the most precise QHE universality tests, based on
comparisons of the quantized Hall resistance in different materials with that realized in
GaAs/AlGaAs: i) A. Hartland et al.[72], ii) B. Jeckelmann et al.[78], iii) T. J. B. M.
Janssen et al.[221], and including the most recent and precise one realized with graphene
iv) Ribeiro-Palau et al.[77]. Experimental conditions of the Si-MOSFET and graphene
devices compared to GaAs/AlGaAs devices are also indicated.

One breakthrough[226, 180] came from the use of samples made of
graphene produced at CNRS-CRHEA by an hybrid technique[227] of hy-
drogen/propane CVD on SiC and processed at CNRS-C2N. In one (fig.22b)
of these samples of moderate carrier density, 1.8 × 1011cm−2, and a rela-
tively high mobility, 9400 cm2V−1s−1, the quantization of the Hall resis-
tance at ν = 2 was demonstrated by LNE with state-of-the-art accuracy
below 1× 10−9, at magnetic inductiosn from 14 T down to 3.5 T, tempera-
tures up to 10 K, or currents up to 0.5 mA [77]. This extended and relaxed
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range of experimental conditions, enabled by graphene, largely surpasses
the conditions required by GaAs/AlGaAs devices, as shown in fig.24a. In
addition, the studied graphene device demonstrates all the properties of a
reliable primary quantum Hall resistance standard. Finally, the accuracy of
the graphene device has been tested by comparison with a GaAs/AlGaAs
device down to the record relative uncertainty of 8.2 × 10−11. This led to
the most precise QHE universality test[77] as highlighted in fig.24. After
this demonstration, the efforts are now focused on improving the technology
reliability: reproducibility, stability, control. One of the main issues is the
control of the carrier density down to a low value, i.e. 5× 1010cm−2, that is
required to get operation of the graphene-based QHRS at very low magnetic
induction, i.e. around 1 T, while keeping an excellent spatial homogeneity.
This is a very big challenge, taking account the gapless character of graphene
and its sensitivity to the environment. Another issue concerns the identifi-
cation of the key control parameter for robust and accurate Hall resistance
quantization. In graphene grown on SiC, the buffer layer certainly plays
an important role for these two issues[228]. Several current works address
these points. On one hand, PTB and NIST, work to optimise the growth
process to get high quality reconstruction of the SiC surface[229, 230]. On
the other hand RISE is developing a chemical gating technique to achieve
low, homogeneous and stable charge carrier density[231]. Considering the
results demonstrated so far in graphene grown on SiC, research are presently
mainly focused on this material, but other routes still deserve to be explored.
For example, graphene embedded in hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) offer a
better control of the environment, higher mobility, easier control of doping
by electrostatic gating. Nevertheless, samples have smaller sizes and remain
difficult to fabricate up to now.

To end, several extensions of graphene use in QHE metrology are also
considered, where the material can provide the advantages of the low mag-
netic induction and high temperature operation and even further ones. The
first one is the development of a quantum Hall resistance standard oper-
ating in ac for impedance measurement traceability[232]. The second one
is the realization of series arrays with more compact and less risky design,
exploiting PN junctions, i.e. the ambipolarity of the material[233].
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Figure 25: a) SEM picture of a current pump based on a quasi-1D GaAs wire with two
gates at potential VG1 and VG2. b) Electron transfer: four steps of modulation of VG1

potential at fixed VG2. c) Quantized current step obtained varying VG2. Adapted from
ref.[234]

3. The ampere realization from the elementary charge

3.1. Using new monoelectronic devices

Metallic electron pumps with fixed insulating barrier described previ-
ously are in the strong Coulomb blockade regime, where the tunnel barriers
are highly resistive to ensure localized states, and where the tunneling is
treated as a perturbation[91, 86]. This regime is favorable to the precise
transport of individual electrons. However, high tunnel barriers prevent the
rapid loading of the electrons onto the metallic island, and thus, limit the
operating frequency to preserve a low error rate due to missing electrons
during the pumping cycle. As the corresponding output currents were too
low (pA range) to realize a practical quantum current standard, several
different systems have been investigated.

Among them is the hybrid superconducting-normal metal turnstile [235],
which shares the geometry of a single-electron transistor (SET), i.e. a meso-
scopic conducting island connected through tunnel junctions to two bulk
electrodes, but for which the source and drain electrodes are superconduct-
ing (S). A gate voltage source is coupled capacitively to the central island
of this SINIS structure and a small bias voltage is applied over the SET
in order to define a preferred direction for single-electron tunneling. Under
this conditions, for a normal SET, a gate span between different charge
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states always crosses regions where the current freely flows without control.
However, in the hybrid SET, thanks to the presence of the superconducting
gap 4 in the leads, and for bias voltages below 24/e, these regions are sup-
pressed. Then, an accurate quantized current can be generated by driving
the SET between two adjacent charge states using a single ac gate voltage.
An electron is transferred at each cycle of the driving frequency. This tech-
nique allowed the parallelization of ten turnstiles with an increased current
up to 100 pA [236]. However, the limitation of the current level to 10 pA for
a single aluminium-based-SINIS turnstile [91], in order to reduce the errors
due to high-order processes, limits drastically the metrological applications.

Most of the recent research has been concentrated on single-electron
sources based on semiconductor quantum dots [237, 238, 239, 240, 241,
242, 243, 244, 234, 245, 246] (for review [91, 92]). These devices allow sim-
ilar manipulation of individual electrons, but provide also the possibility
to tune the barriers defining the dot by applying gate voltages. The pio-
neering work of Kouwenhoven et al. in 1991 demonstrated the transport
of electrons through a quantum dot in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures by
varying alternatively the two barriers height at a frequency f [85]. Very
recent works[247, 248, 249, 250] have improved the uncertainty in highly-
controlled GaAs/AlGaAs and silicon quantum dots. Fig.25a shows a SEM
picture of a state-of-the-art single-electron device based on a quasi-1D GaAs
wire which was studied by Giblin et al.[234]. Fig.25b illustrates the pumping
scheme: it shows the evolution of the electrostatic potential and the electron
transfer during the pumping cycle. The left barrier alone is modulated, the
right barrier is set well above the Fermi energy to prevent electrons from
escaping. To increase the working frequency, during the loading phase the
left barrier is completely opened such that few electrons can be loaded on
the dot. Then the left barrier is raised to isolate the dot, while some elec-
trons tunnel back to the reservoir, leaving a unique electron in the dot. The
barrier is raised until the potential is much higher than the right barrier,
so that the trapped electron is ejected to the reservoir on the right side.
The decay-cascade model [251, 92] describes the process of back tunneling,
and gives the framework for the understanding of the pumping cycle in a
tunable barrier quantum dot. The single electron transfer can be experi-
mentally optimized by applying a non-sinusoidal signal to the gate VG1 [234]
and a magnetic field B to obtain better electron confinement [252]. This
non-adiabatic pumping cycle allows the control of the number of electrons
pumped per cycle by varying the exit gate voltage VG2. A quantized current
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step has been obtained by varying this parameter as illustrated in fig.25c.
At T ≤ 0.3 K and B ≥ 14 T, the quantization of the current was demon-
strated with a relative measurement uncertainty of 1.2 × 10−6 at 150 pA
(fP = 945 MHz).

More recently, Stein and co-authors demonstrated the accuracy of a 96
pA current measured with an ultra-stable current amplifier. They reached
a 1.6× 10−7 relative combined uncertainty (k = 1) in a GaAs/AlGaAs de-
vice at T = 0.1 K and B ≥ 9.2 T, (fP = 600 MHz)[248]. The accuracy of
single-electron pumping has also been improved recently in a metal-oxide-
semiconductor silicon quantum dot driven by a 1-GHz sinusoidal wave in the
absence of magnetic field, where a relative combined uncertainty of 2.7×10−7

(k = 1)[250] was achieved. Tunable barriers semiconductor pumps have im-

Figure 26: Relative uncertainty for ampere traceability (measure-
ment/generation). Uncertainties of SET devices (blue dots). Metallic SET: a[90],b[89].
GaAs SET: c[247],d[234]. Silicon SET: e[249],f[250]. Best calibration and measurement
capabilities (CMCs) (green squares: from 10−14 up to 10−11 A by charging a capacitor
(Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt), from 10−10 up to 10−1 A by applying Ohm’s
law (Laboratoire national de métrologie et d’essais)[253]. Uncertainties of the ULCA
on a quarter (yellow dashed-dotted line, from ref.[254]. Uncertainty of the PQCG from
1 µA up to 10 mA (red line) and uncertainties demonstrated through comparisons in the
milliampere range (red diamonds), from ref.[101]. Estimated uncertainty of the PQCG
from 1 nA up to 1 µA (red dashed line). Uncertainties corresponds to one standard
deviation (k=1).

proved the uncertainties in the range below 1 nA as can be observed on
fig.26. However, these new pumps do not yet constitute practical quan-
tum current standards. A quantitative model of non-adiabatic effects in
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charge capture remains to be further developed [92]. Moreover, compared
to QHR or JE standards, the amount of data confirming the robustness
against variations of the operating parameters is rare [248, 250]. Quick
characterizations that ensure that the quantification is at a certain level of
uncertainty is still lacking.

To circumvent this difficulty, Fricke and co-authors have recently pro-
posed self-referenced electron pumps equipped with a counting system of
electron transfer errors based on additional quantum dots coupled to SET
transistors[255, 256]. In the mean time, there are attempts to use SET
pumps, which are very low noise current source, for fundamental research
in the field of single-electron optics [257].

3.2. Applying Ohm’s law or charging capacitor

In NMIs, the traceability of current is realized by applying Ohm’s law
to secondary standards of voltage and resistance or charging a capacitor
and calibrating the voltage at its terminals. Uncertainties claimed by NMIs
in their best calibration and measurement capabilities (CMC), reported in
fig.26 are not better than 10−6 above 1 µA, and are higher at lower current
values[253]. Limitations come from the higher calibration uncertainties of
secondary standards, although they are traceable to RK and KJ constants,
and the lack of sensitivity of measurement methods below 1 µA. As shown
in fig.26, the traceability of low currents was recently improved by an ultra-
low current amplifier (ULCA) based on a more stable voltage to current
converter[258, 259, 254]. This device demonstrated a better relative repro-
ducibility over time: 10−7 over a week, a quarterly stability of 10−6 and a
stability of 5× 10−6 over a year. On the other hand, in the range of higher
currents which covers the main calibration requests, no measurement im-
provement was expected until the development of a programmable quantum
current generator.

3.3. The programmable quantum current generator

Very recently, a programmable quantum current generator (PQCG)
based on the application of Ohm’s law directly to the quantum voltage
and resistance standards demonstrated quantized currents in terms of efJ
(fJ is a Josephson frequency) to within one part in 108 in the range from
1 µA up to a few mA[260, 101]. This performance relies on the use of a
cryogenic current comparator to detect and then amplify the current IPQCS

flowing in a QHR multiply-connected to a PJVS, as shown in fig.27a. The
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Figure 27: a) Schematic of the programmable quantum current generator (PQCG) de-
veloped by LNE: the current IPQCG of the generator is servo-controlled by a CCC that
detect and amplify the current IPQCS circulating through a QHR connected to a PJVS.
b) Sequence of switching on/off of the current IPQCG generated by the PQCG (@ 1.1
mA). c) Relative deviation ∆IPQCG/IPQCG of the current from its theoretical value in
the milliampere range.

multiple (double in figure) connection is used to drastically reduce the cor-
rection to the quantized current caused by the wire resistance: IPQCS =
(UJ/RH)(1− α), where UJ = nJ(h/2e)fJ is the Josephson voltage, nJ is the
number of Josephson junction biased, RH = h/2e2 is the Hall resistance and
α ∼ 2×10−7±2.5×10−9. Due to the chirality of the edge states in the QHE
regime, the main part of the current IPQCS circulates through a wire, while
a minor part flows through the second wire. The total current is detected
by two CCC windings of same number of turns NJK which are inserted in
the two wires. A winding of number of turns N is connected to an external
battery-powered current source delivering a current IPQCG. The latter is
servo-controlled by the CCC so that NJKIPQCS − NIPQCG = 0. It results
that the current of the generator is set to IPQCG = (NJK/N)nJefJ(1 − α).
Its amplitude can be modulated by varying either the gain G = NJK/N
by four orders of magnitude, or the number nJ between unity and several
thousands or more finely the frequency value. An example of a sequence of
on/off switching of the current (amplitude of ∼ 1.1 mA) is given in fig.27b.
The accuracy of the PQCG was determined in the milliampere range by
comparing the voltage drop at the terminals of a 100 Ω resistor feed by the
quantized current with a reference Josephson voltage. As shown in fig.27c,
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the PQCG current is quantized to its theoretical value to within one part
in 108 for current values between ±2.2mA. The relative standard deviation
of the results amounts to 8 × 10−9 only. By principle, the current IPQCG

remains quantized with the same accuracy over the wide range of current
values accessible by changing G which is highly-accurate and can span two
orders of magnitude above or below the unity gain. Moreover, the relative
current density noise SI/I does not depend on G at a given value IPQCS.
Consequently, the PQCG can accurately generate currents with a combined
relative measurement uncertainty of 10−8 in the whole range from 1 µA up
to 10 mA, as illustrated in fig.26. A linear increase of the uncertainty is
expected at lower currents.

This device provides an accurate realization of the new ampere defini-
tion. More fundamentally, the PQCG works as a multi-electron current
pump. At each cycle of the external radio-frequency signal, nJ electrons are
indeed transferred through the QHR device. This comes from that a radio-
frequency pulse irradiating the PJVS generates a quantized voltage pulse
whose time-integral is equal to nJh/2e. This results in a quantized current
pulse corresponding to a total charge nJh/2e/(h/2e

2) = nJe. As discussed
further below, this calls for considering the development of an AC quantum
current source in future. Besides, the PQCG relies on an instrumentation
yet available in NMIs equipped with a CCC resistance bridge and a PJVS.
Thus, there is no additional cost for its realization.

As reported in fig.26, The PQCG improves the current traceability by
two orders of magnitude. This new quantum current generator, which can
be quickly validated by checking quantization criteria, was successfully used
to calibrate a digital ammeter in ranges from 1 µA to 10 mA with a record
uncertainty (∼ 2 × 10−7) only limited by the performance of the device
itself.

Further reduction of uncertainty (down to 10−9), extension of the current
range and simplification are expected by implementing some improvements
in the PQCG[101]. Moreover, the use of a graphene-based quantum Hall
resistance standard will simplify its experimental conditions of operation.
The PQCG should constitute a key element of the quantum calibrator based
on a single cryogen-free system, described in section 4.4.

3.4. Future of the metrological triangle

Despite the adoption of the relationships RK = h/e2, KJ = 2e/h and
Q = e in the revised SI, the metrological triangle experiment remains of
fundamental and practical interest. Any highlighting of a discrepancy to
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the equation RKKJQ = 2 in the future would, of course, open a deep
debate about quantum mechanics and would question the adoption of the
individual relationships. Let us remember that tiny corrections (about 10−20

in relative value at 20 T) caused by a renormalization of the electron charge
in presence of a magnetic field have been predicted both for RK and KJ by
A. A. Penin[70, 45] using quantum electrodynamics calculations. Regardless
of such an hypothesis, this experiment keeps on being the best way to test
the quantization of any single-electron pump.

3.5. A new ampere metrology

Current traceability is probably the field in electrical metrology where
progress in accuracy will be the most important. As illustrated by fig.
26, uncertainties of ampere realization have recently decreased by a factor
of ten or one hundred in a range extending over more than 10 orders of
magnitude. The PQCG offering highly-accurate current calibration, one
can now consider the development of a new generation of stable transfer
current source or ammeter. The ULCA[254] is an example of such device.
As shown in ref[101], commercial digital precision multimeters operating in
current mode could also constitute good transfer ammeters. A simplification
and improvement of the traceability chain for current is therefore expected.
This would benefit to the end-users by a reduction of uncertainty and a
possible cost reduction.

Figure 28: a) Principle of calibration of a current source (here, an electron pump) using
a quantum ammeter. b) Principle of a programmable quantum generator of alternating
current.

The PQCG relies on the accurate exploitation by a CCC of a refer-
ence current IPQCS. This principle is seminal and can be applied to others
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devices[260]. One can cite the quantum ammeter (fig.28a) based on the di-
rect comparison of the current generated by a device under test (DUT) with
the reference current. Ultra-accurate universality tests of the QHE can be
performed by comparing, using the CCC, two reference currents obtained
from the same Josephson voltage and two different quantum Hall resistors.
Finally, the PQCG can be adapted to audio-frequency alternating current
(fig.28b) by replacing the CCC by a magnetic transformer and the PJVS by
a pulse-driven Josephson array. To conclude, the availability of a quantum
current source opens the way to a renewed metrology of the ampere.

4. New applications of quantum standards

4.1. The Kibble balance or the quantum kilogram

One emblematic application of the quantum electrical standards, which
stimulated the revolution of the SI[261], is the realization of the kilogram
from the Planck constant h using a Kibble balance[262]. As yet mentioned,
this experiment consists in measuring the mechanical power of a mass m
moving at a velocity v under the gravitational acceleration g in terms of an
electric power in a coil calibrated from the Josephson constant KJ and the
von Klitzing constant RK. In practice, this measurement has two phases

Figure 29: a) Description of the two phases of the Kibble balance experiment. The
mechanical power mgv is determined from the electrical power εV/R. b) Picture of the
Kibble balance at LNE.

(fig.29a): the mechanical force is first balanced by the magnetic force re-
sulting from the circulation of a current I in a coil under a radial magnetic
induction B in the static phase, the voltage at the terminal of the coil mov-
ing at a velocity v is then recorded in the dynamic phase. Measurements of
both phases are combined to cancel the geometrical factor l of the coil used,
which leads to the power comparison. Adoption of the theoretical relation-
ships KJ = 2e/h and RK = h/e2 in the SI provides a direct link between
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mass and Planck constant according to m = h A
4gv

, where A is a quantity
involving Josephson frequencies, number of Josephson junctions and Hall
plateau index. After participating in h determinations[99], it is now a ques-
tion of using Kibble’s balances, notably those having participated in the
determination of h from NIST[263], NRC[264] and LNE (fig.29b)[265], to
calibrate mass standards with a 10−8 relative uncertainty from the Planck
constant value[98] h = 6.62607015 × 10−34 J.s. This extension of the ap-
plication of solid-state quantum effects beyond electrical metrology is to
benefit from the user-friendly graphene-based quantum resistance standard
and cryogen-free cooling techniques.

4.2. Quantum impedance standard

The Hall resistance being expected[266, 267] to remain quantized within
one part in 109 at frequencies in the kilohertz range, an important field
of research has therefore been to realize a quantum resistance standard
operating in alternating current (AC). Targeted applications are traceability
of AC resistance and more generally of impedances.

4.2.1. AC quantum Hall effect

Figure 30: a) Schematic of a resistance bridge used in AC regime. From ref.[268]. b)
Double shielding of a Hall bar for operation in AC regime. From ref.[269].

The study and implementation of the AC QHE relies on the development
of terminal-pair resistance bridges and quadrature bridges that are based on
the coaxial measurement techniques[4]. As shown in fig.30a, specific tech-
niques are used to preserve a perfect quantization of the Hall resistance.
Firstly, the Hall bar is implemented using the multiple series connection
technique. On one hand, this technique cancels large quadratic frequency
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dependencies due to series inductance, but also simplifies the bridge since
zero current requirement in the voltage arm of the QHR is automatically
ensured[268, 270]. Given the high impedance of the shielding conductors
connecting the QHR at low temperature, active equalizers are used to en-
sure a good coaxiality. Despite these precautions, several works have high-
lighted a residual deviation of the Hall resistance from its quantized value
that linearly increases with frequency and measurement current[271]. This
discrepancy, which can amount to about a few 10−8 at 1 kHz, is linearly
coupled to the longitudinal resistance, as often observed in DC regime. Its
origin is attributed to losses of AC charging current in internal capacitances
of the Hall bar and in external capacitances of coupling with ground. How-
ever, it is possible to cancel its impact on the Hall resistance to within about
one part in 109 per kilohertz by using a double-shielding technique[269] of
the Hall bar, as described in fig.30b.

Given the robustness of the QHE in graphene, it was attractive to
perform studies in graphene-based Hall bars. In 2014, Kalmbach and co-
authors showed that large quantum Hall plateaus measured with alternating
current were flat within one part in 107. Moreover, they measured a intrin-
sic frequency dependence similar in magnitude to that of GaAs devices[232].
Owing to graphene, a more user-friendly quantum standard for both resis-
tance and impedance is therefore expected.

4.2.2. Impedance calibration

Figure 31: a) Schematic overview of the quadrature bridge for measuring a 10 nF capac-
itance standard from the quantum Hall resistance. The two reference voltages U1 and
U2 defining the standard ratio of the bridge are provided by two Pulse-driven Josephson
voltage standards. b) Comparison of the results obtained with the pulse-driven Joseph-
son bridge (open circle) and with a classical impedance bridge (filled triangle). Error
bars correspond to one standard deviation (k=1). From ref.[272].
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Operation of the QHE in AC regime at frequencies of a few kilohertz
has opened up the way towards a quantum standard of impedance[273, 274]
linked to RK constant. In 2009, J. Schurr and B. Kibble[7] demonstrated a
new way to realize the unit of farad by calibrating a capacitance from two
quantum Hall resistances used in a quadrature bridge with a relative mea-
surement uncertainty of 6×10−9. This method provides a direct realization
of the farad from RK which avoids an additional calibration step relying
on calculable resistors[275, 276]. However, the calibration of impedance re-
quires very precise comparison bridges which are usually based on inductive
voltage dividers (IVD)[4, 277]. Even if they can reach uncertainties of a few
parts in 109, their measurement capabilities are limited to pure impedances.
Furthermore the ratio of the measured impedances is restricted to a few
fixed nominal ratios like 1:1 and 10:1. Finally, these impedance bridge re-
quire realizing a long and tedious calibration of the IVDs at each ratio and
frequency used. The recent development of pulse-driven Josephson volt-
age standards[152, 278, 173] able to generate sine-waves with high spectral
purity, now makes possible the comparison of arbitrary impedances at the
same level of uncertainty as the IVD’s bridges over a wider frequency range.
The ratio of the bridge is then defined by two pulse-driven Josephson series
arrays adjustable in magnitude and phase offering very high accuracy, and
the possibility to compare any kind of impedance at frequencies up to 40
kHz[279]. Using such a technology, S. Bauer and co-authors[272] performed
the calibration of a capacitance from RK: two pulse-driven Josephson volt-
age standards and one quantum Hall resistor were involved in the exper-
iment (fig.31a). They demonstrated an agreement of the measurements
with those performed using classical bridges within about 1.3 parts in 108

(fig.31b). Further progress in the experimental conditions of operation of
graphene-based QHE devices, i.e. reduction of the magnetic induction be-
low 2 T, should allow in a near future that Josephson voltage standard
and QHE devices could operate in the same cryogen-free cryostat. This
would support the development of a user-friendly quantum standard ensur-
ing impedance calibration in the whole complex plane.

4.3. Quantum electronic kelvin

The Johnson noise thermometry (JNT) [281] is a primary thermometry
based on the Johnson-Nyquist noise of a resistor R [282, 283]. This noise
results from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which predicts a relation
between the resistance and the thermal voltage fluctuations in a conductor
due to the random thermal motion of the electrons. For a temperature T ,
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Figure 32: Schematic of the QVNS-JNT cross-correlation electronics: a) Two channels
(A and B) of the correlator that simultaneously measure one of the two voltage sources.
The switching network alternates between the two input signals. b) Each channel consists
of a series of amplifiers and filters, followed by an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC).
The digitized signals from each channel are optically transmitted to the computer that
performs the correlation analysis. From ref.[280].

the mean-squared voltage noise is given by Nyquist equation :

V 2
T = 4kTR∆f (8)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and ∆f is the bandwidth of the mea-
surements.

Experimentally, the JNT is used to infer a temperature by comparing
the mean-square noise voltage measured at the terminals of a first resis-
tor at the unknown temperature and of a second resistor at a reference
temperature. By this way, the calibration of the measurement chain, no-
tably the bandwidth ∆f , is circumvented. Due to the extremely small
voltages, of only 1.2 nV/

√
Hz for a resistance of 100 Ω at 273.16 K (triple

point of water), cross-correlation techniques are used. Cross correlation is
needed because the small noise voltage is comparable to the noise of the
low-noise amplifier. In 2003, Benz et al. [284, 285] proposed to replace
the reference calibrated resistor by a JAWS (fig.32). The requirements for
the JAWS system in JNT experiment contrast with those in AC voltage
metrology where the challenge is to increase the output amplitude. Here,
the JAWS system have been designed to produce multi-tone pseudo-noise
waveforms with small (1µV peak) voltage amplitudes (few JJs) [280] ap-
proximately matched to the expected Johnson noise. The quantum voltage
noise source (QVNS) is a comb of harmonic tones (MHz range), equally
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spaced in frequency, of identical amplitudes and random relative phases
[286]. The different improvements of the QVNS-JNT lead to high precision
temperature measurements, which were used to determine the Boltzmann’s
constant [280, 287, 288, 289]. The lowest uncertainty with this technique
was achieved by Qu et al. [289] with a relative uncertainty of 2.7 parts in
106.

4.4. The quantum calibrator

Figure 33: Illustration of a quantum calibrator realizing the electrical units (A, V, Ω, F)
from h, e and the frequency f . It is based on a programmable Josephson voltage standard
(PJVS) and a graphene-based quantum Hall resistance standard (G-QHR). The ampere
is realized using the programmable quantum current generator (PQCG). The farad is
realized from the G-QHR using a quadrature bridge.

The quantum calibrator consists in a user-friendly device realizing accu-
rately the main electrical units, i.e. the ampere, the volt, the ohm and the
farad from the Planck constant h and the elementary charge e only. Until
recently, this ambitious idea was facing several difficulties. The first one
was that the relationships of the fundamental constants Q, KJ and RK with
h and e were spoiled by large uncertainties. The revised SI solves this prob-
lem. The second critical problem was that the three quantum devices used
to realize the units were operating in very different experimental conditions
which forbade their implementation in a single cryostat: T = 4.2 K and
B = 0 T for the Josephson array, T < 2 K and B ∼ 10 T for the quantum
Hall bar and T < 0.3 K and B ∼ 10 T for the recent SET devices. After the
many works carried out in the last ten years, this difficulty is being solved.
At first, it was demonstrated that a graphene-based quantum resistance
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standard can operate at a temperature T ≥ 4.2 K and a magnetic induc-
tion B ' 3.5 T. These conditions are now closer from those required by a
Josephson array. Second, the PQCG now offers a 10−8-accurate realization
of the ampere with adapted current values to calibrations centers which
is only based on the Josephson and quantum Hall resistance standards.
This avoids the supplementary experimental constraints imposed by SET
devices, which besides have not yet managed to realize the ampere with the
required accuracy and reproducibility. These results give hope that further
progress, concerning the graphene growth for achieving an even lower oper-
ational magnetic field (hopefully less than 1 T) and some engineering works
to screen small magnetic field, should allow the development of a device
based on a Josephson array and a quantum Hall resistance standard only.
The third difficulty was to realize the farad from the QHE operating in ac
without referring to calculable coaxial resistors. Calibration in such way of
a capacitance was demonstrated with a relative uncertainty of a few 10−9

using an adapted quadrature bridge. Finally, the availability of cryogen-free
cryostats with a base temperature lower than 4.2 K makes easier and less-
costly the operation of quantum devices. Thus, the quantum calibrator is
no longer just an idea but now becomes a project in many NMIs to support
a high-accuracy dissemination of the electrical units towards the end-users.

5. Further perspectives

Advances in metrology have always closely followed the scientific and
technological discoveries. Let us evoke recent works that could be promising
for electrical metrology.

Mooij and Nazarov [290] suggested to use quantum phase slips in dis-
ordered superconducting nanowires to realize a quantized current source,
which could produce larger currents. Phase slip events occur in low di-
mension superconductors where thermodynamic fluctuations of the order
parameter become significant. When a phase slip occurs at some point in
the wire, the superconducting order parameter vanishes locally. The phase
difference changes by 2π over the wire and this gives rise to a quantized
voltage pulse. If the phase slips happen frequently, they produce a finite dc
voltage or a finite resistance. Well below Tc, the phase of a homogeneous
superconducting wire can slip by 2π due to quantum tunnelling, a process
analogous to Cooper-pair tunnelling in Josephson junctions. The quantum-
phase-slip junction is formally the exact dual of the Josephson junction with
respect to the exchange of the canonically conjugated quantum variables,
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phase and charge. Hence, equation (3) can be rewritten for the charge in-
stead of the phase by considering a dual circuit, where the capacitance and
the resistance shunting the JJ are replaced by an inductance and a resistance
in series with the quantum-phase-slip junction. Mapping the problem of the
Josephson junction, dual-Shapiro steps have been predicted in ultrathin su-
perconducting nanowire with sufficiently high series resistance submitted to
microwave irradiation. Although, very promising, these dual Shapiro steps
have not been observed yet [291]. However, coherent quantum phase slips
have been unambiguously observed by spectroscopy, in narrow nanowires
of strongly disordered superconductors near the superconductor/insulator
transition, integrated in a superconducting loop coupled to a coplanar res-
onator [292]. More recently, the dual of the SQUID has been demonstrated
in a device that integrates several coherent quantum phase slip junctions
[293].

The observation of gigahertz quantized charge pumping in graphene
quantum dots[294] and the recent discovery of superconductivity in magic-
angle graphene superlattices[295] could enable the use of graphene as a com-
mon material platform for developing not only the QHR but also voltage
and current quantum standards. The ideal goal would even be to inte-
grate several quantum standards on a single graphene chip, although this
requires a magnetic field of operation of the QHE low enough to preserve
the superconductivity in Josephson devices.

Figure 34: Edge states in the three quantum Hall effects. The usual quantum Hall effect
(left): electrons with opposite spin move in the same direction. The spin quantum Hall
effect (center): electrons with opposite spin move in opposite directions. The anomalous
quantum Hall effect (right): electrons moving alon an edge have a defined spin direction
(here spin down). From ref.[296].

The discovery of the quantum anomalous Hall Effect (QAHE) which
manifests itself by the Hall resistance quantization at zero magnetic field[296]
opens another way to get in a single cryostat both the QHR and the Joseph-
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son array. Generally, the QHE relies on the existence of chiral edge states
having opposite momentum on both sides of a sample which suppresses elec-
tron backscattering, i.e. dissipation (fig.34-left). One fundamental question
was to know whether dissipation-less states can exist without magnetic field.
Following some theoretical predictions supporting this hypothesis[297], the
discovery of the spin quantum Hall effect brought the demonstration of
dissipation-less edge states where electrons of opposite spin directions are
counter-propagating as a result of a strong spin-orbit coupling[298] (fig.34-
center). The QAHE corresponds to the fundamental state where only one

Figure 35: a) Schematic energy spectrum ε(k) of a FTI in the QAHE state. From ref.[299].
b) Observation of the QHAE in a 4-Quintuple Layer of (Bi0.29Sb0.71)1.89V0.11Te3 at 25
mK. Longitudinal resistivity ρxx and transverse resistivity ρxy versus B at the charge
neutrality point Vg = V 0

g . From ref.[300].

spin direction edge-state is kept (fig.34-right) which can be achieved by
introducing ferromagnetism. As described in fig.35a from ref.[299], the gap-
less chiral edge state is hosted in the exchange-induced gap in the Dirac
spectrum of the topological surface states inside the 3D bulk gap. The Hall
resistance is quantized for a Fermi level in the surface-state gap. This new
quantum Hall effect was first observed in 2013 in a thin ferromagnetic topo-
logical insulator (FTI)[301]. Fig.35b reports on the dependence of the Hall
and longitudinal resistances as a function of the magnetic induction in a
4-quintuple layer of (Bi0.29Sb0.71)1.89V0.11Te3 at a temperature T = 25 mK.
It shows a hysteresis cycle and flat Hall plateaus centered around B = 0 T.
The quantization of the Hall resistance was demonstrated to within a few
10−4 at B = 0 T. A similar accuracy was obtained in ref.[302].

Accurate comparisons of the Hall resistances measured both in a FTI
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at zero magnetic field and in a GaAs-based reference standard were re-
cently performed using a CCC-based resistance bridge. Actually, Fox and
co-authors[299] have demonstrated the quantization of the Hall resistance
with a relative uncertainty of about one part in 106 at a temperature of 21
mK for a measurement current of 100 nA in a top-gated 100 µm wide Hall
bar made of 6-quintuple-layer sample of Cr0.12(Bi0.26Sb0.62)2Te3 grown on a
GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Limitations in temper-
ature and current are explained by an effective energy gap much lower than
expected and strong electron heating in bulk current flow respectively. Götz
and co-authors determined a relative discrepancy of (0.17±0.25)×10−6 be-
tween the von Klitzing constant RK and the quantized resistance measured,
at a temperature of 20 mK and for currents lower than 10 nA, in a top-
gated 200 µm wide Hall bar made of a 9 nm thick film of the ferromagnetic
topological insulator V0.1(Bi0.21Sb0.79)1.9Te3 grown by MBE on a hydrogen
passivated Si(111) substrate[303]. These recent results support the topo-
logical robustness of the QAHE and motivate further works to investigate
its metrological application. Beyond, non-dissipative edge states at zero
magnetic field in the QHAE instigate others interests, notably applications
in low consumption electronics.

Generally, electrical metrology looks after quantum effects, with a very
rich physics, which are of interest not only for fundamental research but
also for applications. It turns out that the integration of quantum physics
in the SI occurs simultaneously with an ambition of exploiting new quantum
technologies in industry. It is about using individual particles, superposed
coherent states or entangled states as a basis for a quantum computer,
protected communications and more sensitive detectors. In this context,
new measurement methods will be needed. Their development can rely
on the know-how of NMIs in the field of quantum effects. As an example
of new quantum technology, one can cite single-electron interferometers as
local sensitive electromagnetic field detectors[304] for which expertise of
NMIs in SET and QHE physics should constitute a clear support to their
development and characterization.

6. Conclusions

The quantum voltage and resistance standards have greatly progressed
since the discovery of the Josephson effect and the quantum Hall effect.
They have become pillars of the electrical metrology allowing a traceability
improvement for all basic electrical units, i.e. the volt, the ohm, the am-
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pere and the farad, but also the kilogram. This comes from the richness
and universality of these two quantum phenomena. Pulse-driven Josephson
arrays and graphene-based standards are recent examples of this fruitful-
ness for which short-term issues are the achievement in a reproducible way
of 1 V and even 10 V pulse-driven voltage standards and of a stable low-
magnetic field QHR respectively. Quantum standards having reached a
certain level of maturity, one of the future issues will be to combine them
together to develop new applications. The development of the quantum
standards of impedance and current based on Ohm’s law illustrates this
new research direction. The quantum calibrator probably constitutes an
emblematic challenge because it is the key for disseminating electrical units
closer to end-users. We have evoked some recent scientific discoveries able
to support the development of this device. Beyond, national metrology in-
stitutes, as experts of measurements, should be associated to this ambition
of developing new quantum technologies for industry. As always, success in
this new metrological challenge would rely on a close collaboration between
NMIs, academic laboratories and relevant high-technology industries.
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